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Abstract
Advancements in data acquisition techniques and devices are revolutionizing the way image data are
collected, managed and processed. Devices such as time-lapse cameras and multispectral cameras generate
large amount of image data daily. Therefore, there is a clear need for many organizations and researchers
to deal with large volume of image data efficiently. On the other hand, Big Data processing on distributed
systems such as Apache Spark are gaining popularity in recent years. Apache Spark is a widely used in-
memory framework for distributed processing of large datasets on a cluster of inexpensive computers. This
thesis proposes using Spark for distributed processing of large amount of image data in a time efficient
manner. However, to share cluster resources efficiently, multiple image processing applications submitted to
the cluster must be appropriately scheduled by Spark cluster managers to take advantage of all the compute
power and storage capacity of the cluster. Spark can run on three cluster managers including Standalone,
Mesos and YARN, and provides several configuration parameters that control how resources are allocated
and scheduled. Using default settings for these multiple parameters is not enough to efficiently share cluster
resources between multiple applications running concurrently. This leads to performance issues and resource
underutilization because cluster administrators and users do not know which Spark cluster manager is the
right fit for their applications and how the scheduling behaviour and parameter settings of these cluster
managers affect the performance of their applications in terms of resource utilization and response times.
This thesis parallelized a set of heterogeneous image processing applications including Image Registration,
Flower Counter and Image Clustering, and presents extensive comparisons and analyses of running these
applications on a large server and a Spark cluster using three different cluster managers for resource allocation,
including Standalone, Apache Mesos and Hodoop YARN. In addition, the thesis examined the two different
job scheduling and resource allocations modes available in Spark: static and dynamic allocation. Furthermore,
the thesis explored the various configurations available on both modes that control speculative execution of
tasks, resource size and the number of parallel tasks per job, and explained their impact on image processing
applications. The thesis aims to show that using optimal values for these parameters reduces jobs makespan,
maximizes cluster utilization, and ensures each application is allocated a fair share of cluster resources in a
timely manner.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Big Data frameworks such as Hadoop [62] and Spark [69] are used for distributed processing of large
datasets that scale to thousands of processors and terabytes of Random Access Memory (RAM) in cluster
configurations. Hadoop is the open source implementation of the MapReduce framework [14] developed by
Google in 2004. MapReduce provides a strategy for implementing and executing large scale data intensive
applications in parallel on clusters. This parallel execution of applications reduces the latency between
the submission of jobs and the availability of results, helping in batch processing of large datasets. Spark
[69] was introduced in 2010 to support certain classes of applications that are not suitable for MapReduce
such as iterative machine learning algorithms and interactive requests. The primary advantage of Spark
over other data processing engines such as Hadoop is the use of distributed memory abstraction called
Resilient Distributed Datasets (RDD), which provides in-memory computation and supports coarse-grained
transformations to improve performance of interactive request and iterative algorithms. In-memory is a
concept used to store massive amounts of data in the main RAM of computers across a cluster to provide
fast access to the data and minimize the requirements of disk I/O.
Modern image data acquisition devices such timelapse cameras and drones equipped with multispectral
cameras generate large amounts of image data used in sophisticated image processing, statistical, and machine
learning algorithms to extract useful information for crop breeders and producers. This thesis proposes using
Spark as a viable means of distributing and running multiple image processing applications concurrently on a
cluster to minimize jobs makespan (that is the total time that elapses from submitting the first job until the
end of the job that finishes last). In order to share cluster resources efficiently, the multiple jobs submitted
to the cluster must be appropriately scheduled by the cluster manager to take advantage of all the compute
power, memory and networking capacity of the cluster. Spark relies on three cluster managers including a)
Standalone which comes as part of the Spark distribution, b) Mesos, and c) YARN for job scheduling and
resource allocation. In addition to supporting three different cluster managers, Spark provides two modes
of resource allocation: static allocation and dynamic allocation; as well, many configuration parameters are
available that control speculative execution of tasks and size and number of resources to allocate to the
submitted applications.
The default mode for resource allocation available on the three Spark supported cluster managers consid-
ered in this thesis is Static Resource Allocation. With this approach, applications are assigned resources at
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the start of execution, and hold on to them for their whole duration. Although this approach could provide
speedup gains in a single user or a batch oriented cluster, it is not ideal in a shared cluster where multiple ap-
plications need to run concurrently, since applications that are not able to utilize all their allocated resources
may still hold on to them. This increases the makespan of the set of applications and leads to inefficient
utilization of cluster resources.
Initial experiments that were performed showed that the default parameter settings for this approach
allow applications to grab all the cluster resources when running on Standalone and Mesos cluster managers,
or request very minimal number of executors regardless of available resources when running on YARN clus-
ter manager. Since this is not efficient for sharing cluster resources between multiple applications, Spark
introduced Dynamic Resource Allocation, which is specifically designed to dynamically adjust the resources
that applications use based on the current workload. With Dynamic Resource Allocation, applications can
request additional resources when they need them, and give these resources back to the cluster manager when
they are no longer used, leading to better cluster utilization and efficient resource sharing between multiple
applications.
There are also many configuration parameters that control the behaviour of this resource allocation mode
such as the initial, minimum and maximum number of executors that could be allocated to applications,
when to remove executors that have been idle for more than a certain duration of time and the duration
for which pending tasks must wait before an application can request a new executor. The default settings
for these parameters are not sufficient, however, to share resources efficiently between multiple applications
running concurrently on a shared cluster. Finally, different cluster managers have different job scheduling
and resource allocation policies, which could affect the performance of image processing applications.
Cluster administrators must decide which cluster manager is the best fit for their specific type of applica-
tions, what mode of resource allocation to use, and how to tune the multiple scheduling and resource allocation
parameters of Spark to get the best application performance and efficient resource utilization. Therefore,
it is very important to understand if and how the different resource allocation policies implemented in the
three Spark cluster managers affect performance. This thesis analyzes and evaluates the performance impact
of the two different job scheduling and resource allocation modes available on Spark, including static and
dynamic allocation, and explore the various Spark configurations that control speculative execution of tasks,
resource size and the number of parallel tasks per job, and their effects on image processing applications.
1.1 Big Data Framework Concepts
MapReduce [14] is a programming model for distributed processing of large datasets on clusters of commodity
hardware (relatively inexpensive and widely available), where nodes in the cluster are equipped with both
storage and computation resources. The MapReduce algorithm is made up of two phases, namely Map and
Reduce. The Map phase takes a dataset of key/value pairs, applies a user defined function to all the elements
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in the dataset and generates a set of intermediate key/value pairs as output. The Reduce phase aggregates
the intermediate key/value pairs from Map output and merge all the values with the same intermediate key.
Figure 1.1 shows the various stages of MapReduce. Since many real world data processing tasks can be
modelled in this way [14], MapReduce has been widely adopted in both academia and industry for batch
processing of large datasets [56]. The advantages of MapReduce are that it provides a simple model that
supports automatic parallelization, fault-tolerance, data distribution and load balancing. It is also easy to
scale big data processing over multiple computing nodes using this model.
Figure 1.1: MapReduce pipeline [62]
Hadoop is an open source framework for distributed processing of large datasets using a cluster of comput-
ers. The framework implements the MapReduce programming model for large scale data processing across
clusters of commodity machines, and uses the Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) [51], which is a
high-throughput and reliable distributed file system for easy storage and retrieval of large datasets across
multiple machines. Hadoop provides high-availability and fault tolerance in case of node failures. The initial
version of Hadoop is tightly coupled to the MapReduce programming model; today’s big data processing
applications require new and more complex data processing engines that can handle modern workloads such
as interactive SQL, real-time streaming, machine learning, and graph processing.
Although MapReduce is very powerful for distributed batch processing of large datasets, it does not
perform well for two classes of applications: iterative algorithms that perform a set of operations multiple
times on the same subset of a dataset such as machine learning applications, and interactive data mining where
users runs multiple queries over the same subset of data. This is because MapReduce shuffles intermediate
data to an external storage e.g. disk, therefore, for applications that reuse intermediate data multiple times,
disk or network I/O would become a bottleneck. In these applications, keeping intermediate data in-memory
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can substantially improve performance. To address this, researchers proposed Resilient Distributed Datasets
(RDDs) [68] that allows applications to keep intermediate data in memory, in a parallel and fault-tolerant
way, and reuse the data multiple times, therefore, providing a substantial performance improvement. RDDs
are the basic data abstraction in Apache Spark.
Spark [69] is a general engine for large-scale distributed data processing that supports both batch and
streaming processing. Using in-memory computation, Spark increases its performance over other frameworks,
such as Hadoop, in two types of computation: 1) iterative algorithms that reuse intermediate results across
multiple computations and 2) interactive data mining where users run multiple queries over the same subset
of data. Spark provides high-level APIs in different programming languages including Java, Scala, Python
and R, making it easier to write distributed image processing applications using several image processing
libraries already implemented in these languages. It also supports higher-level tools including Spark SQL for
SQL and structured data processing, MLlib for machine learning, GraphX for graph processing, and Spark
Streaming.
1.2 Distributed Image Processing
The advancement of image acquisition tools such as modern cameras, sensors, satellites and drones has
made capturing of large scale image data possible. This provides great opportunity for both science and
industry to apply sophisticated image processing, statistical, and machine learning algorithms on large scale
images to extract useful information, which could be used for a vast number of applications in areas such as
Agriculture, Geographic Information System, Medicine and Security. As the volume of data becomes large,
the main concern is how to store and process the generated data in a cost and time efficient manner. Modern
image processing algorithms such as image registration [73], image segmentation and object recognition [4]
are complex and resource intensive. Fast and efficient execution of these algorithms on a large dataset requires
substantially more computation and storage power than that of a traditional desktop computer.
1.3 Thesis Motivation
Distributed processing of large datasets across multiple nodes on a cluster has been gaining popularity in
recent years. For such large clusters, multiple applications with different resource requirements could run
along side each other concurrently. Therefore, it is very important to ensure that multiple applications
are able to share cluster resources efficiently in order to achieve maximum cluster resource utilization and
minimize jobs makespan on shared clusters.
This thesis proposes using Apache Spark to speedup processing of large image data in a time and cost
effective manner. Although some stages within the workload applications used in this thesis do not necessarily
make use of the main advantage of Spark - keeping intermediate data in memory, these sets of applications
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still benefit from using other features such as distributed processing and optimization of the implementation
of various machine learning algorithms.
Among the many distributed data processing frameworks available, Spark was chosen for implementing
and executing the workload applications used in this thesis: Spark is a stable, popular and widely used engine
for large-scale distributed data processing. Furthermore, Spark has the advantage of providing supports for
many modern programming languages including Python - the language in which the sequential versions of the
applications are originally written. This substantially reduces the software development process of converting
the sequential Python code to Spark, and provides the ability to use the same processing pipeline and easily
integrates with other libraries available in Python. Spark provides a Standalone cluster manager as part of
its distribution, which implements a simple FIFO scheduling for multiple concurrently running applications.
In addition, Spark applications can be submitted to Apache Mesos [25] and Hadoop YARN [56] clusters.
Mesos was started in 2009 with the aim of improving resource utilization by dynamically sharing resources
among multiple frameworks (such as Spark applications). YARN was introduced in next generation version
of Hadoop [62], and provides many improvements over the initial version. The basic idea behind YARN is to
separate the programming model from job scheduling and cluster resource management. This makes it easy
to port and run several other programming models such as Spark on top of YARN.
In contrast, the Hadoop framework is written for Java. There are no Python APIs provided by Hadoop
out of the box at the time of writing this document. Applications written in Python need to be translated
using third party libraries into a Java jar file. In addition, other third party Python frameworks exist for
working with Hadoop. It is difficult, however, to provide a fair experimental performance analysis of the
workload applications in Hadoop. These experiments and analysis are beyond the scope of this thesis.
Cluster administrators are responsible for the scheduling and allocation of cluster resources (i.e. CPU
cores and memory) across multiple applications. This leads to performance issues because they must decide
which cluster manager is the best fit for the applications. In addition, they must understand the benefits and
overhead of enabling dynamic resource allocation on top of the different supported cluster managers, and
how the various scheduling and resource allocation parameters of Spark affect the performance of multiple
concurrent applications in terms of makespans and overall cluster resource utilization. Therefore, there are
two motivations for this work:
• The first motivation is to parallelize a set of heterogeneous image processing applications to see if they
are properly amenable to the Spark platform and in particular to being executed concurrently, and
also investigate the amount of resources that are required for the distributed version of the applications
running on Spark to compare with the sequential version running on a server equipped with large
amount of resources. Although some of the stages in the image processing applications do not make
use of the various characteristics and benefits of Spark, such as keeping intermediate data in memory,
the experiments in this thesis will attempt to identify if distributed processing of these applications can
provide substantial performance improvement over the traditional sequential processing.
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• The second motivation is to perform an in-depth analysis of the performance implication and potential
overhead of enabling dynamic resource allocation on top of the three different Spark supported cluster
managers including Standalone, Mesos and YARN, and how different parameters affect the performance
of multiple heterogeneous image processing applications in terms of makespan and the overall cluster
resource utilization.
1.4 Thesis Statement
This thesis intend to determine whether the Spark cluster managers can be configured to reduce the makespan
for image processing applications, and improve cluster resource utilization. As a case study, three applica-
tions, Image Registration, Flower Counter, Image Clustering, originally written in Python will comprise the
cluster workload. A set of performance experiments with various scenarios will evaluate quantitatively the
performance impact of Spark configuration parameters that control resource scheduling and allocation, num-
ber of parallel tasks per job, speculative execution of tasks and resource size per Spark executor, in terms of
selected performance measures, including jobs makespan, CPU and memory utilization and jobs waiting and
execution times.
1.5 Thesis Organization
The rest of the thesis document is organized as follows. Chapter 2 describes the background and reviews
related work. Chapter 3 gives a detailed description of the hardware and software configurations of the
testbeds used for evaluation, as well as the design of various experiments used in the thesis. Chapter 4 presents
the results of the performance of image processing applications on different Spark cluster managers, under
various job scheduling and resource allocation parameters settings. In this chapter, the results of running
both the sequential and distributed version of the workload applications on the testbeds are compared and
analysed. Finally, Chapter 5 presents the conclusions and contributions of the thesis along with future work.
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Chapter 2
Background and Related Work
This chapter provides a detailed description of Apache Spark, including the components of a Spark
application, data access from HDFS, different cluster managers that support Spark and the various policies
they use for node management and resource allocation. The first part of the chapter defines and explains
some of the important terms used in this thesis, as well as provides an overview of the Spark architecture, its
resource structure, how applications are submitted and run, the different resource allocation modes available
in Spark and how to enable them, and the various parameters that control Spark behaviour. The second part
of the chapter discusses the three Spark cluster managers including Spark Standalone, Apache Mesos, and
Hadoop YARN and their architecture and resource allocation policies. Apache Mesos and Hadoop YARN
cluster managers are not exclusively used with Spark, but are available to allow many BigData Analytics
applications to share cluster resources efficiently. Finally, the last part of the chapter presents a literature
survey and describes related work.
2.1 Background
2.1.1 Definitions
This section provides definitions of the various terms used in this thesis. Most of the material provided has
been adapted from the Spark online documentation page.1
Resilient Distributed Datasets (RDDs):
Resilient Distributed Datasets [68] are a fault-tolerant, distributed memory abstraction for in-memory pro-
cessing of large datasets on a cluster. The RDD is the primary data abstraction in Spark. It represents an
immutable, partitioned collection of elements that can be operated on in parallel. An RDD stores informa-
tion about how it was computed (its lineage), and uses this information to reconstruct partitions from the
datasets in case of failure.
1https://spark.apache.org/docs/2.1.0/ (2 Mar, 2018)
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Application:
A Spark Application is a self-contained unit of computation (i.e. program) that runs user-supplied code
written using the Spark API to process data. It consists of a single driver process and a set of executor
processes distributed across hosts in a cluster. A Spark application can be a single batch job, an interactive
session with multiple jobs, or a long-lived server process running and continually satisfying user’s requests.
Driver program:
A Spark Driver program is a process that creates a SparkContext and runs the main method of a Spark
Application. The Driver is the process that runs user code which creates RDDs, and performs transformation
and actions. It is also responsible for converting the Spark Application into tasks and scheduling the tasks to
run on the executors allocated to the application by the cluster manager. The task scheduler resides in the
Driver and distributes tasks among worker nodes. Therefore, the two important roles of a Driver program
are converting user programs into tasks and scheduling tasks on executors.
SparkContext:
A SparkContext is the main entry point for a Spark Application. It creates the connection to a Spark cluster
and allows the Spark Driver program to access the cluster through a cluster manager. It can also be used
to create RDDs, accumulators and broadcast variables on the cluster. When a Spark Application starts, the
first thing it does is create a SparkContext object that contains information about the application, and tells
Spark how to access the cluster. Only one SparkContext may be active per Spark Application’s JVM at any
given time.
SparkConf:
A SparkConf is a Spark object that stores a list of configurations for a Spark Application defined by the
application programmer. The Driver program creates SparkContext and passes these configurations to it as
key-value pairs that define application properties, such as application name and required resources. When a
SparkConf object is created, it loads values from any spark-related Java system properties set in the appli-
cation. Furthermore, parameters set directly on the SparkConf object take priority over system properties.
Executors:
Executors are processes launched on worker nodes and are responsible for executing the individual tasks
in a given Spark Job and returning results to the Driver program. In addition, they provide in-memory
storage for RDDs that are cached by user programs, through a service called BlockManager that lives within
each executor. RDDs are cached directly inside of Executors, therefore, tasks can run alongside the cached
data. Each Spark Application consists of a set of Executor processes that stay alive for the duration of the
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application and run tasks in multiple threads. This provides the benefits of isolating applications from each
other, since each Spark Application gets an independent set of Executor JVMs that only run tasks and store
data for that application.
Job:
A Job is a set of computations, consisting of multiple tasks grouped into one or more stages and submitted
to Spark DAGScheduler for computing the result of an action in parallel on different executors. A Spark Job
is triggered in response to Spark actions such as Map, Collect and Count and spawns multiple tasks. When
a Spark job is triggered, an execution plan is created according to the lineage graph. The executing Job is
then split into stages, where stages contain multiple transformations and actions. Generally, a Job computes
the partition of a single RDD by applying different Spark actions (i.e. computations). However, to compute
the partitions of an RDD, a Spark Job can also use other RDDs that are part of the target RDD’s lineage
graph (i.e. all its parent RDDs).
Stage:
Spark jobs are divided into Stages. A Stage is a physical unit of execution which consist of a set of smaller
parallel tasks (i.e. one task per RDD partition) of a particular Job grouped together. Stages are divided
based on computational boundaries, and all tasks within a particular stage depend on each other and can
only work on the partitions of a single Spark RDD. However, a Stage can be associated with many other
dependent parent stages. Therefore, submitting a Stage can trigger execution of a series of dependent parent
stages.
Tasks:
Tasks are the smallest individual unit of execution that can run on Executors. Each Stage in a Spark
Application consists of a set of tasks that are scheduled and send from a Driver program to an Executor by
serializing a function object. The Executor de-serializes the command, and executes it on different partitions
of a Spark RDD. Tasks are spawned one by one for each Stage and partition. In addition, a Task can only
belong to one Stage and operate on a single RDD partition. Furthermore, all tasks in a Stage must be
completed before the stages that follow can start.
Cluster manager:
Spark relies on cluster managers to launch executors [32]. Cluster managers are pluggable, external services
responsible for scheduling and allocating cluster resources such as CPU and memory to applications. Each
Spark application runs an independent set of processes on the cluster. These processes are coordinated by
the application’s SparkContext which connects to the three different cluster managers that support Spark,
including Spark Standalone, Apache Mesos and Hadoop YARN.
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PySpark:
Spark was originally written in Scala, a language that compiles to bytecode for running on Java Virtual
Machine (JVM) [45]. However, the open source community has developed a toolkit called PySpark2 that
uses Py4J 3 library to interface with Spark’s RDDs (which are JVM objects). PySpark is a Spark Python API
that exposes the Spark programming model to Python. This API allows programmers to perform various
transformations and actions on Spark’s RDD using Python.
Image processing applications such as the benchmark applications used in this thesis are easily imple-
mented in Python4 using various open source libraries such as the open source computer vision library -
OpenCV.5 Moreover, the PySpark API easily allows programmers to parallelize applications that are already
written in Python to take advantage of the extremely high-performance data processing enabled by Spark’s
Scala architecture. This is especially important to programmers that are already familiar with Python be-
cause it allows them to write programs in the language they are most familiar with, perform distributed
transformations on large datasets and retrieve results in a Python-friendly notation. In addition, image
processing applications implemented using PySpark can take advantage of other Python based scientific
computing libraries such as NumPy for fast and efficient processing of large binary datasets.
Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS):
The Hadoop Distributed File System [51] is a high throughput and fault-tolerant distributed file system that
is designed to be deployed on inexpensive commodity machines. It is one of the modules included as part of
the Hadoop distribution and is suitable for storing large datasets. The HDFS has a master/slave architecture,
with a single master called the NameNode that manages the file system namespace and regulates access to
files by clients, and many DataNodes that manage local storage attached to the nodes.
NameNode:
The NameNode is the central component of the HDFS file system [62]. The NameNode does not store the
files data itself; rather, it stores the directory tree of all files in the file system, and keeps track of the locations
across the cluster where files are stored. Client applications talk to the NameNode whenever they wish to
locate a file on the file system such as during operations like add/copy/move/delete. When applications need
access to a file stored on HDFS, the NameNode returns a list of DataNodes where the data is stored.
2http://spark.apache.org/docs/2.1.0/api/python/ (2 Mar, 2018)
3https://www.py4j.org/ (2 Mar, 2018)
4https://docs.python.org/2.7/ (9 Apr, 2018)
5https://opencv.org/ (9 Apr, 2018)
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DataNode:
DataNodes store actual data in the file system [62]. A functional file system has multiple DataNode in-
stances on a cluster, which communicate with each other and replicate data. Applications can also directly
communicate with DataNodes, once the NameNode has provided data location.
2.1.2 Overview of Apache Spark
Figure 2.1 shows the various core components of Apache Spark. A summary of each of the core Spark
components is provided below. An extensive description can be found in Karau et al. [32]. The workload
applications used in this thesis utilize many of the Spark Core API transformations and actions. Other Spark
components including Spark SQL, Spark Streaming, MLlib, and GraphX are not used in this thesis but a
brief description is provided for completeness.
Figure 2.1: Spark architecture [32]
Spark Core API:
The Spark Core component is the foundation for Spark’s data processing. It handles basic functionalities
such as scheduling and monitoring of jobs, efficient memory management, fault recovery and interacting
with various data sources. Spark core also defines APIs for Resilient Distributed Datasets (RDDs), and the
different types of transformations such as map, filter, reduceByKey which creates a new RDD from existing
data, and actions such as reduce, collect, count which perform a computation on an RDD and return a value.
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Spark SQL:
The Spark SQL is a library built on top of Spark to provide facilities to perform SQL like queries such as
extract, transform and load (ETL) on Spark RDDs and other data sources including Hive6 tables, Parquet,7
and JavaScript Object Notation (JSON).8 The library allows developers and users to run ad hoc queries
using Structured Query Language (SQL) and Hive Query Language (HQL), therefore, easing the process of
extracting and merging various datasets and making them available for other applications such as machine
learning.
Spark Streaming:
Spark Streaming is a high throughput, fault tolerant and scalable API that enables processing of live streams
of data from various data sources such as Kafka,9 Flume10 and HDFS. The API uses the Discretized Stream
objects, which represents a continuous stream of data divided into small batches. Discretized Stream is built
on Spark’s Core RDD’s API, therefore, RDD transformations and actions can be applied to the mini batches
of the input data for real-time processing.
MLlib:
Spark’s MLlib is a machine learning library used for different types of machine learning applications such
as classification, regression, clustering, and collaborative filtering. It implements many commonly used
algorithms including Naive Bayes, Logistic Regression, Support Vector Machine, Linear Regression and K-
means, as well as lower-level machine learning primitives including a generic gradient descent optimization
algorithm. It also provides support for data import and model evaluation.
2.1.3 HDFS and Spark RDD Partitions
The Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) use the concept of blocks to store files [51]. When a user stores
a large file in HDFS, the NameNode divides this file into various chunks and stores these chunks in blocks
on different DataNodes. When a user stores a file in HDFS that is smaller than the block size, however, the
file will only occupy the amount of the underlying physical storage it requires, not the entire block.
HDFS is designed to store large datasets at the terabytes scale; therefore, it is not optimal for storing
large number of small files [62], that are considerably smaller than the specified HDFS block size. There are
several reasons for this.
Firstly, a large number of small files can populate HDFS namespace quickly, and because there is names-
pace limitation, this could result in underutilizing disk space. Secondly, every HDFS block has metadata
6https://hive.apache.org/ (9 Apr, 2018)
7https://parquet.apache.org/ (9 Apr, 2018)
8https://www.json.org/ (9 Apr, 2018)
9https://kafka.apache.org/ (9 Apr, 2018)
10https://flume.apache.org/ (9 Apr, 2018)
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that the NameNode records and stores in memory. Therefore, storing a large number of small files increases
the total number of blocks and the metadata the NameNode must handle in RAM.
Furthermore, for MapReduce applications, Hadoop tries to start one mapper per HDFS block on the
machines where the data is stored to minimize network transfer of data from the storage node to the processing
node. Large files are more likely to be stored on the same cluster node as opposed to small files which can
be spread-out across the cluster. Having one mapper per small block could result in resource wastage and
increase latency, because there is an overhead to start a mapper, and these mappers would only process a
small amount of data, and eventually be allocated to other tasks by the scheduler.
When reading data from a distributed file system such as HDFS, Spark tries to utilize the file system’s
distributed data partitions to determine the number of RDD partitions to create. During execution, Spark
creates RDD partitions on the node containing the data block and allocates data processing (typically a
single task per RDD partition) with minimum data transfer across the network. Spark provides various
transformations such as repartition, coalesce and repartitionAndSortWithinPartition that could be used to
re-assign the number of RDD partitions at runtime.
2.1.4 The Concept of Resource in Spark
As mentioned in Section 2.1.1, executors are the resource unit in Spark. They contain a number of CPU
cores and memory, which are controlled by spark.executor.cores and spark.executor.memory respectively. By
default, each executor process is made up of 1 GB memory in all cluster managers, 1 CPU core in YARN mode,
and all the available cores on the worker in Standalone and Mesos modes. Each task occupies spark.task.cpus
number of CPU cores. Therefore, by tuning these parameters, the number of tasks that could simultaneously
run on an executor may be adjusted, thereby improving the overall cluster utilization. Table 2.1 shows some
of the important scheduling parameters that could be configured in Spark to improve resource utilization and
job response times.
2.1.5 Spark Runtime Architecture
Spark uses a uniform interface to submit an application to every supported cluster manager. The arguments
passed to this submission script determine from which cluster manager (Standalone, Mesos, YARN) to request
resources. The script also loads the default Spark configuration values from the configuration file and passes
them on to the application. Generally, configuration values explicitly defined by the application’s SparkConf
take the highest precedence, then arguments passed to the submission script, then values in the default
configuration file.
A code snippet for WordCount application written in PySpark is shown in Listing 2.1. This application
reads in a text file from HDFS and creates a Spark RDD of the file. The application then counts how often
each word occurs in the RDD. The output is a series of text files written to HDFS. Each line in the output
files contains a word and the count of how often it occurred.
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Table 2.1: Spark Schedulling Configuration Parameters
Configuration parameter Default value Description
spark.cores.max (not set)
Maximum number of CPU cores to request across
the cluster
spark.deploy.defaultCores (infinite) Used if applications do not set spark.cores.max
spark.executor.cores
1 core in YARN mode,
all cores on the worker
in Standalone and
Mesos mode.
The number of cores to use for each executor
process.
spark.executor.memory 1 GB Amount of memory to use per executor process
spark.executor.instances 2
The number of executors for static allocation in
YARN mode, or the initial set of executors to
allocate when using dynamic resource allocation
spark.task.cpus 1 Number of cores for each task
spark.files.maxPartitionBytes 128 MB Maximum partition size
spark.speculation false
If set to true, slow running tasks in a stage may be
re-launched
spark.speculation.interval 100ms How often Spark will check for tasks to speculate
spark.speculation.multiplier 1.5
How many times slower a task is than the median to
be considered for speculation
spark.speculation.quantile 0.75
Fraction of tasks which must be complete before
speculation is enabled for a particular stage
Listing 2.1: WordCount in PySpark [3]
"Import the necessary libraries"
from pyspark import SparkConf, SparkContext
"Read a text file from HDFS and create an RDD from the file"
sc = SparkContext(appName="WordCount")
text_file = sc.textFile("hdfs://...")
"Count the occurrence of each word in the RDD"
counts = text_file.flatMap(lambda line: line.split(" ")) \
.map(lambda word: (word, 1)) \
.reduceByKey(lambda a, b: a + b)
"Save the result back to HDFS"
counts.saveAsTextFile("hdfs://...")
On application submission, Spark connects to the specified cluster manager to acquire executors on nodes
in the cluster. The number of executors to request depends on the number of tasks in the application and the
configuration values set to control resource size per executor. For example, if spark.task.cpus configuration
parameter is set to 1 and each executor is set to have 1 CPU core using spark.executor.cores configuration
parameter, then 1 executor would be requested from the cluster manager per task, as long as the total
number of allocated cores does not exceed spark.cores.max or spark.deploy.defaultCores for applications that
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do not set spark.cores.max parameter. The cluster manager allocates executors to the application based on
availability and configuration values. Spark then sends the application code to the executors, this allows
SparkContext to run tasks on these executors.
In this architecture, each Spark application gets its own set of executor processes, and holds on to the
executors for the duration of the whole application. The application’s SparkContext schedules tasks on the
cluster and runs these tasks in multiple threads. Both the driver program and the executors communicate
with each other throughout the lifetime of the application. This lets Spark isolate applications from each
other both on the scheduling side, since each driver schedules its own tasks, as well as the executor side
because tasks from different applications run in different JVMs. However, data can not be shared between
different applications without first writing it to an external storage.
2.2 Spark Cluster Managers
Distributed computing has been the centre of modern data processing in many big organizations. In this type
of architecture, a large number of commodity computers are grouped together to form a cluster of computers.
These clusters are often shared by many applications with varying resource requirements. Therefore, there
is the need for efficient resource sharing in order to achieve high resource utilization. Cluster managers
are responsible for the scheduling and allocation of cluster resources (CPU and memory) across multiple
applications.
Table 2.2: Characteristics of the Cluster Managers Tested
Cluster manager Spark Standalone Apache Mesos Hadoop YARN
Node management
A single master manages
multiple worker nodes
A single master manages
multiple slave nodes
A ResourceManager daemon
runs on the master node, and
a NodeManager daemon runs
on each slave node
Resource allocation
Schedule multiple
applications using a FIFO
scheduler
Schedule multiple
applications using a
scheduler that implements
the Dominant Resource
Fairness (DRF) algorithm
Implements three algorithms
for scheduling multiple
applications including FIFO,
Fair and Capacity
High availability
Resilient to worker failure
and provide high availability
for the master node using
ZooKeeper
One active and multiple
standby masters may be
configured using ZooKeeper
Allow multiple standby
ResourceManagers for
automatic recovery via
Zookeeper in case of failure
Resource isolation
Does not take care of
resource isolation
Uses existing OS isolation
mechanisms such Linux
Containers to isolate
executors of different
frameworks
Enforces memory limits for
all containers. Uses CGroups
to isolate and limit
container’s CPU usage
This section gives an overview of the different cluster managers available in Spark, and looks in more detail
at their nodes management, resource allocation, high availability, and resource isolation. Spark does not need
to be aware of the underlying cluster manager it runs on, as long as applications are able to acquire executor
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processes, and these executors can communicate with each other. This enables Spark runs on different cluster
managers. Figure 2.2 shows how applications run on Spark. A summary of the various characteristics of the
three cluster managers evaluated in this thesis is provided in Table 2.2.
Figure 2.2: Running applications on Spark [31]
2.2.1 Spark Standalone
The Spark Standalone cluster manager is a simple cluster manager available as part of the default Spark
distribution. It has high availability for the master, is resilient to worker failures, has capabilities for managing
resources per application, and can run alongside an existing Hadoop deployment and access HDFS data.
Node Management
Standalone uses a single master to manage and coordinate multiple worker nodes. Each worker node is con-
figured to provide the cluster with a certain amount of CPU and memory resources. Applications submitted
can specify the amount of the resources (CPU cores and memory) they need per executor from the cluster
manager.
Resource Allocation
Applications submitted to the Standalone cluster manager are scheduled in FIFO order, and each application
will try to use all available nodes by default. Subsequent applications submitted will be queued and must wait
for the first application to run to completion before they can start running jobs, even if the first application
is not using all the resources allocated to it, unless the appropriate configuration parameters are set. The
Standalone cluster manager currently only supports FIFO scheduling.
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To allow multiple concurrent users, application developers must set spark.cores.max configuration pa-
rameter within their applications to limit the number of cores the applications request across the cluster.
Moreover, the cluster administrator may set spark.deploy.defaultCores parameter to set the maximum num-
ber of cores each application submitted to the cluster may request. Setting these configurations will prevent
applications from monopolizing the entire cluster when using static resource allocation on the Standalone
cluster manager.
High Availability
The standalone cluster manager is resilient to worker failure, since applications can simply restart the tasks
that were lost on other available workers. Spark can be configured to launch multiple Masters in the same
cluster, connected to a ZooKeeper [28] instance. In the event of master failure, ZooKeeper (a distributed
coordination system) selects a new master from the list of standby masters in a timely manner, a process
called leader election. The new Master would recover the old Master’s state, and then resume scheduling.
Master failure only affects scheduling of new applications. The Spark cluster can also use Local File System
to recover applications and workers upon a restart of the master process.
Resource Isolation
The Standalone cluster manager only handles resource allocation, including keeping track of available and
allocated resources. It does not take care of resource isolation.
2.2.2 Apache Mesos
Apache Mesos [25] is a distributed, highly available, and fault-tolerant cluster manager that is designed to act
as the kernel for dynamically sharing cluster resources among multiple frameworks. Mesos abstracts cluster
resources from multiple nodes in a cluster, including CPU, memory, and disk and allows them to be viewed
and used between multiple frameworks as if they were a single, very large server [29]. Mesos uses containers
to isolate processes from different applications, therefore allowing applications to run alongside each other
on the same computer without interfering. Figure 2.3 shows how Mesos abstracts cluster resources and
shares them between different applications. At the lower lever are the physical machines, consisting of both
computing and storage resources. The OS kernel provides access to underlying physical or virtual resources.
The Mesos kernel runs on top of the OS kernel on every machine in the cluster and abstracts the physical
resources of these machines using the same principles as the OS kernel, only at a different level of abstraction.
Node Management
Mesos uses a master/slave architecture to manage cluster nodes. In this architecture, a single master pro-
cess manages multiple slave processes running on each cluster node. The master process provides resource
offers to frameworks and launches tasks on the slave nodes. It also handles communication between tasks
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Figure 2.3: Running applications on Mesos [29]
and frameworks. The slave nodes manage physical resources such as CPU, memory and disk, and execute
framework tasks. Slave nodes are Mesos’s equivalent of Spark’s worker nodes. Frameworks are applications
that run on Mesos (e.g. Hadoop and Spark) and consist of two parts, namely the scheduler and the executor.
The scheduler negotiates with the master and handles resource offers and task monitoring, while executors
accept and process tasks. Since resource scheduling is the responsibility of both the Mesos master’s allocation
module and the framework’s scheduler, this is referred to as two-level scheduling. Mesos slaves periodically
report their available resources to the master’s allocation module. The master makes decisions as to which
framework to offer the available resource and advertises this resource offer to the selected framework. The
framework can decide to reject the offer if it does not satisfy its resource requirements. On accepting the
offer, the framework’s scheduler sends tasks and resources to use for each task to the master, which finally
sends the tasks to slaves for execution.
Resource Allocation
Mesos provides organizations with the ability to define their own resource allocation policies using a pluggable
allocation module. By default, Mesos uses a fair-sharing resource allocation algorithm called Dominant
Resource Fairness (DRF) [17] to allocate resources to frameworks. The DRF algorithm aims to share multi-
dimensional resources (e.g. CPU and memory) across multiple users. A framework’s dominant resource is
the most demanded resource type for that framework such as CPU, memory or disk. DRF computes the
framework’s total share of this resource (dominant share), and tries to maximize the minimum dominant
share in the system. For example, if user A runs CPU-intensive tasks and user B runs memory-intensive
tasks, DRF attempts to equalize user A’s share of CPUs with user B’s share of memory. This implies that
user A would get more CPU and less memory, while user B would get less CPU and more memory. Whenever
there are available resources and tasks to run, the scheduler selects the user with the smallest dominant share
and allocates resources to it first.
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High Availability
All Mesos slaves and running frameworks depend on Mesos master to manage the slave nodes and offer
resources to active frameworks. In order to prevent cluster failures, Mesos provides the ability to configure
multiple masters, with one active master, and the remainder operate on standby. The active master stores
only the list of active slaves, active frameworks, and running tasks. This information can be used to compute
the number of resources allocated to each framework and the allocation policy. In the event of a master
failure, Mesos uses ZooKeeper to select a new master from the list of standby masters.
Resource Isolation
Mesos uses existing OS isolation mechanisms such Linux Containers to limit resources (CPU, memory, net-
work bandwidth) of frameworks and isolate executors of different frameworks running on the same Mesos
slave.
2.2.3 Hadoop YARN
The Hadoop YARN [56] cluster manager is part of the second-generation Hadoop version 2 distribution.
YARN allows multiple data processing engines with diverse programming models to run alongside Hadoop
MapReduce on the same cluster and have access to centralized datasets stored on HDFS [51]. In YARN,
resource management and job scheduling/monitoring are handled by separate daemons consisting of global
ResourceManager and per-application ApplicationMaster [44]. Figure 2.4 shows the high-level YARN archi-
tecture.
The ResourceManager daemon runs on the master node and arbitrates resources among all applications. It
consists of a Scheduler which is responsible for allocating resources to applications, and ApplicationManager
which is responsible for accepting job submissions and negotiating the first container to run Application-
Master. The per-application ApplicationMaster is responsible for negotiating container resources from the
ResourceManager’s Scheduler, tracking the status of allocated containers and monitoring tasks execution
progress.
Node Management
A NodeManager runs on each slave node; it is responsible for managing containers running on the node. It
also monitors container’s resource usage such as CPU, memory, disk and network, and it reports their status
to the ResourceManager.
Resource Allocation
YARN’s ResourceManager contains a pluggable global scheduler which is responsible for partitioning and
allocating cluster resources to various applications. By default, YARN implements different schedulers in-
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Figure 2.4: Running applications on YARN [44]
cluding the previously mentioned FIFO Scheduler, Fair Scheduler which aims to share cluster resources fairly
among all running jobs, and Capacity Scheduler which allows sharing of a Hadoop cluster among organiza-
tions by providing each organization with a guaranteed share of overall cluster capacity. Organizations can
also implement their own resource allocation policies, however, as per requirements and resource availability.
High Availability
High availability is achieved in the YARN cluster manager through an Active/Standby architecture. At any
point in time, there is only one active ResourceManager, and one or more in standby mode waiting to take
over in case the active ResourceManager fails. In the event of failure, automatic recovery via Zookeeper
can be enabled. In addition, cluster administrators can trigger an action to transition one of the standby
ResourceManagers into active mode through the Command Line Interface (CLI). On the other hand, when
the ApplicationMaster fails, the ResourceManager detects this failure and starts a new instance on another
container. In the event of a container failure, the NodeManager detects this failure event and launches a new
container replacement. It also restarts all tasks execution on the new container.
Resource Isolation
YARN automatically enforces memory limits for all containers that it controls. Containers must have a
maximum memory size defined when created. If the sum of all memory usage for processes associated with a
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single YARN container exceeds this maximum, YARN will kill the container. YARN uses CGroups to isolate
and limit container’s CPU usage, since this must be done at the kernel level. CGroups enables users to set
limits on the amount of CPU resources granted to individual processes such as YARN containers.
2.3 Resource Allocation Modes
2.3.1 Static Resource Allocation
By default, Spark uses Static Resource Allocation to share resources on all the three supported cluster
managers. With this approach, applications are assigned resources statically, and hold on to them for the
duration of their lifetime. The Spark execution model allows applications to reuse resources by having a
long running thread which resides in the executor process. This provides many performance optimizations
relating to speed which include: efficient data sharing in memory, fine-grained partitioning and low latency
scheduling because there is no need to start a new executor process for each newly submitted task; instead
a long running process accepts and runs many small tasks. However, this speed-up gain comes with a cost,
since idle applications may hold on to resources for a very long time, even if they are not being used.
To limit the amount of resources applications use per executor process, the application programmer needs
to set the appropriate configuration parameters (spark.executor.cores and spark.executor.memory) within
their application to specify the number of cores and memory to request per executor from the cluster manager.
The default value for spark.executor.cores is set to 1 in YARN mode and all available cores on the worker
machine in Standalone and Mesos coarse-grained modes. The value of spark.executor.memory is set to 1 GB
in all the three cluster managers by default. Using the default values for these parameters means that only
one executor (with 1 GB memory and all available CPU cores on the worker machine) per application will
run on each worker in Standalone and Mesos modes. On the other hand, applications submitted to a YARN
cluster manager would request two executor instances for running tasks by default, each having 1 CPU core
and 1 GB memory regardless of the available resources in the cluster. Setting the appropriate values for the
configuration parameters that control resource size per executor would allow applications to run multiple
executors on the same worker node.
Users can also use spark.cores.max to set the maximum number of CPU cores to request for a single
application from across the cluster in Standalone and Mesos mode. On the YARN cluster manager, the
spark.executor.instances controls how many executors to allocate on the cluster. Cluster administrators may
set spark.deploy.defaultCores parameter to control the total number of cores to give to applications that do
not set the maximum CPU resources they need. Statically assigning these values might result in unnecessary
increase in latency for applications, and inefficient utilization of cluster resources. Overall, the resource
scheduling problems introduced by using static partitioning include the following:
1. Underutilization of cluster resources: For example, an interactive application like spark-shell can request
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resources it does not use. Meanwhile, other applications can not be executed because spark-shell is still
running and holding on to the resources.
2. Starvation of other applications: If a single application occupies lots of resources without releasing
them, other application will be queued.
3. Lack of elastic resource scaling ability: It is hard to estimate, with reasonable precision, the amount of
resources an application will require for efficient execution. For example, in an iterative workload such
as data exploration in which a user runs many short commands iteratively, static allocation of cluster
resources would lead to inefficient utilization.
2.3.2 Dynamic Resource Allocation
To address the above issues, Spark provides a Dynamic Resource Allocation mode which dynamically adjusts
the resources applications use based on the available workload. This means that applications may give
resources back to the cluster if they are no longer used and request them later when they need to use them
again. This is very useful in a multi-tenant shared cluster where multiple applications need to share cluster
resources. This feature is available on all three Spark supported cluster managers considered in this thesis.
Resource Allocation Policy
Dynamic resource allocation requests and releases executors at run-time based on available workload. Spark
provides various configuration parameters that control when and how to request more resources from the
cluster manager when there are more pending tasks, and free these resources when they are no longer needed.
Request Policy: Applications using dynamic resource allocation would request more executors when
there are pending tasks to run. Having pending tasks implies that the existing set of executors are in-
sufficient to simultaneously run all tasks that have been submitted but not yet finished. Spark requests
executors in rounds, the actual request is triggered when there have been pending tasks for spark.dynamic-
Allocation.schedulerBacklogTimeout seconds, and then triggered again every spark.dynamicAllocation.sustain-
edSchedulerBacklogTimeout seconds thereafter if the queue of pending tasks persists. The number of executors
requested in each round increases exponentially from the previous round. For instance, an application will
add 1 executor in the first round, and then 2, 4, 8 and so on executors in the subsequent rounds. The
motivation behind this policy is a slow start in case only a few more executors are needed and exponential
growth in case it turns out that many executors are actually needed.
Removal Policy: The removal policy is simple, Spark removes the executors that have been idle for
more than spark.dynamicAllocation.executorIdleTimeout seconds, since executors should not be idle if there
are still pending tasks to be scheduled.
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Enabling Dynamic Resource Allocation
To enable dynamic resource allocation on Spark, two important configurations need to be set and multiple
other optional settings that control the behaviour of this feature as shown in Table 2.3. First, applications
need to set spark.dynamicAllocation.enabled and spark.shuffle.service.enabled to true. In addition, an external
shuffle service must be set on each worker node in the cluster.
Shuffle in Spark is an all-to-all communication across the cluster. It involves a lot of data serialization,
network IO, and disk IO because the shuffled data needs to be serialized and transferred over the network
to other machines or written to a local file. When executing Spark operations that cause shuffling to occur
such as repartition, coalesce, groupByKey, and reduceByKey, not all values for a single key necessarily reside
on the same partition or node. As a result, Spark generates a set of map tasks to organize the data, and a
set of reduce tasks to aggregate the shuffled data. The individual map tasks store their results in memory.
Shuffle operations can consume a substantial amount of heap memory, however, because they utilize various
in-memory data structures to organize records.
When data does not fit in memory, Spark sorts the data and spills it to disk. This introduces additional
overhead of disk I/O and garbage collection. Furthermore, a shuffle generates a large number of intermediate
files on disk which are preserved until the corresponding RDDs are no longer needed. This is done in order
to prevent re-creation of shuffle files when the RDD lineage is re-computed.
Table 2.3: Spark Dynamic Resource Allocation Configuration Parameters
Configuration parameter Default value Description
spark.dynamicAllocation.enabled false Enable dynamic resource allocation
spark.dynamicAllocation.executorIdleTimeout 60s
Any executor idle for more than this
duration will be removed
spark.dynamicAllocation.cachedExecutorIdleTimeout
infinity
Any executor idle for more than this
duration and has cached data will be
removed
spark.dynamicAllocation.initialExecutors
spark.dynamic-
Allocation.min-
Executors
Initial number of executors
spark.dynamicAllocation.maxExecutors infinity Upper bound for the number of executors
spark.dynamicAllocation.minExecutors 0 Lower bound for the number of executors
spark.dynamicAllocation.schedulerBacklogTimeout 1s
If there have been pending tasks
backlogged for more than this duration,
new executors will be requested
spark.dynamicAllocation.sustainedScheduler-
BacklogTimeout
schedulerBack-
logTimeout
Same as schedulerBacklogTimeout, but
used only for subsequent executor
requests
spark.shuffle.service.enabled false
Enables external shuffle service to
preserve executors shuffle data
Normally, Spark executors exit either on successful completion or failure. In both cases, all the data
written by the executor is no longer needed and can be safely discarded. On the other hand, using dynamic
resource allocation allows executors to be removed when the application is still running. Removing the
shuffle files written by this executor implies that a recompute of this data needs to be performed when the
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application tries to access the files. This introduces unnecessary additional computation, thereby increasing
the overall running time of the application. To solve this, external shuffle service allows executors to be
safely removed without deleting their shuffle files. This is a long-running process that runs on each node of
the cluster independently of Spark applications running and their executors. When external shuffle service
is enabled, Spark executors will fetch shuffled files from it instead of from each other. This means any shuffle
data written by an executor may continue to be served beyond the executor’s lifetime. By default, dynamic
resource allocation will not remove any executor that stores cache data either on disk or in memory. This
can be configured by changing the default value of spark.dynamicAllocation.cachedExecutorIdleTimeout.
The concept of Spark’s dynamic resource allocation works the same way regardless of the underlying
cluster manager used. The main idea of this resource allocation mode is to dynamically adjust applications
resource usage at runtime based on the current workload. Recall that Spark monitors the resource usage of
each application. When an executor assigned to application has been idle for more than a certain duration,
Spark simply issues a command to the cluster manager to remove the executor from the application. On the
other hand, when Spark determines an application has backlog tasks, it issues a new request to the cluster
manager for additional executors.
2.4 Related work
This section presents a summary of literature survey and describes the related work from two different
perspectives: 1) Job scheduling and resource allocation in distributed systems and 2) Image processing on
distributed systems.
2.4.1 Job Scheduling and Resource Allocation in Distributed Systems
Large-scale compute clusters are expensive to build, therefore, there is the need for efficient utilization of these
clusters. This can be achieved by running a mix of workloads on the same machines such as a combination of
CPU and memory intensive jobs, batch and real-time jobs etc. Although this reduces the amount of hardware
required for a workload, efficient scheduling of these jobs is of major concern. In recent years, resource-aware
scheduling has gained considerable attention. This section discusses on the various schedulers and cluster
managers proposed in the literature, other than those discussed earlier in Section 2.2.
Cluster Managers
Quasar [15] designs resource efficient and QoS-aware cluster management which aims to improve overall cluster
resource utilization in data centers by eliminating resource reservation and utilizing a performance-centric
approach. It lets users specify their application requirements and performance constraints such as deadlines.
This cluster manager tries to dynamically determine the right amount of resources to meet these constraints
while maximizing the utilization of available resources. Taking user specified constraints such as application
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deadlines into account when scheduling MapReduce jobs is very important in order to provide predictable
services to users [33, 12]. To achieve QoS-aware scheduling using Quasar, however, users have to specify
the various performance constraints of each of their workload applications. Using Quasar to schedule the
workload applications used in this thesis will introduce additional and unnecessary complications of specifying
the various performance constraints of the applications such as throughput and latency as well as quality of
service requirements. The applications used in this thesis are long running and batch analytics applications
where the load depends on the complexity of the algorithm and the size of the dataset to process. They do not
require strict deadlines, therefore, do not reserve resources. The applications get executed whenever resource
becomes available. In addition, Quasar is mostly suitable for applications hosted on public clouds such as
Google Compute Engine [19], Amazon EC2 [2], Microsoft Azure [43], or large private clouds consisting of
thousands of servers, where multiple applications (both low priority analytics and user-facing services that
must meet strict deadlines) from different users and organizations need to share cluster resources in order
to maximize performance and reduce cost of operation. This thesis utilized a private cluster, intended to
evaluate long running and batch analytics applications and thus concurrent use of resources.
OPERA [66] is a more recent system similar to Quasar that uses profiles of runtime resource utilization as
well as future resource availability to remove idle resources from active tasks and re-assign them to pending
tasks for execution. The main motivation of this work is to solve the problem where resources are exclusively
allocated to tasks and would only be released after the task has completely finished executing even though the
task may not fully utilize all the resources allocated to it throughout its execution. According to the authors
of OPERA, exclusive resource allocations leads to substantial underutilization of the cluster resources and
degrading system performance.
However, not all tasks are suitable for opportunistic resource allocation (i.e. assigning occupied, but
idle resources to tasks). The runtime architecture of OPERA classifies pending tasks into two categories:
long and short running. It uses this information to determine the tasks that are eligible for opportunistic
resource allocation. The design of OPERA only selects tasks that are identified as short running in order
to mitigate the problem of severe resource contention - where tasks compete to access a shared resource,
since long running tasks are more prone to this problem. To classify tasks, OPERA introduced additional
complexity of using historic statistics of the same type of tasks in the same or other types of applications
and frameworks to estimate the execution time of a task prior to actually executing. Therefore, OPERA is
most suitable for applications that consist of multiple short running tasks. In contrast, most of the tasks
in the applications used in this thesis are long running, therefore, OPERA may not provide substantial
performance improvements for these applications. In addition, OPERA monitors tasks resource utilization
at runtime in order to determine the available resources and dynamically re-assigns them to the waiting tasks.
This dramatically increases the complexity of resource management system.
Omega [50] implements a novel scheduler architecture that uses a shared state approach and a lock-
free optimistic concurrency control to achieve implementation extensibility and performance scalability. The
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authors identify the two most widely used scheduler architectures - monolithic schedulers that use a centralized
scheduling algorithm for all jobs, and two-level schedulers that employ an active cluster manager to offer
resources to applications. Monolithic schedulers do not scale up well to very large clusters, and it is also
difficult to add new requirements and features over time. This decreases efficiency and utilization, and also
limits cluster growth. Similarly, the conservative resource visibility and locking algorithms used in two-level
schedulers limits their flexibility and parallelism.
Borg [60] effectively runs applications across tens of thousands of machines. This cluster manager groups
jobs into categories based on priority, e.g. high and low priority. When high priority tasks are not using all
their reserved resources, the cluster manager can reclaim these resources and re-assign them to lower priority
tasks. Borg is a highly reliable system which operates on the scale of clusters with tens of thousands of nodes.
In addition, Borg runs the tasks based on priority, where applications are classified as high priority such as
long-running server jobs, and low priority such as batch jobs. High priority jobs are allocated the highest
share of the cluster resources. As an example, Google allocates 70% of the total CPU resources and 55% of
the total memory resources to high priority jobs. In contrast, the testbed cluster used for the experiments
in this thesis is small, and all the applications submitted to the cluster have the same priority. The only
requirement is that applications should be executed when resources become available.
Both Omega and Borg are from Google, they are designed to be highly scalable and available. There-
fore, they are most suitable for applications with high reliability and availability requirements including
long-running services that should never go down and short-lived latency-sensitive requests (ranging from
microseconds to milliseconds) such as the user-facing services at Google. As already mentioned earlier, the
workload applications used in this thesis are analytical and batch in nature, without strict real-time latency
requirements.
Schedulers
There have been a considerable number of studies in recent years devoted to improving the performance of
job scheduling and resource allocation in Hadoop and Spark environments, with many researchers actively
engaged in studies to better understand and improve the performance of schedulers and cluster managers.
Hadoop was initially designed to run batch workloads using the FIFO scheduler. As Hadoop became
popular, however, and multiple applications from users needed to share the cluster resources, job response
times started to suffer greatly due to the inefficiencies of the FIFO scheduler. Additional schedulers including
Fair [23] and Capacity [22] were introduced to Hadoop in order to handle sharing of cluster resources. The
idea behind the Fair Scheduler is to fairly share cluster resources among queues to ensure that applications get
an equal number of resources on average. This scheduler offers several resource allocation policies, including
memory-based fair sharing and multi-resource (e.g. CPU and memory) fair sharing using the Dominant
Resource Fairness (DRF) [17] algorithm. On the other hand, the Capacity Scheduler allows multi-tenancy
sharing of a large cluster between multiple organizations. This scheduler groups submitted applications into
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queues, and provides each queue with a guaranteed share of the cluster capacity.
A key scheduling challenge in shared clusters is the ability to automatically adjust resource allocations
at run-time to achieve performance goals for different applications. The previously mentioned schedulers
do not efficiently handle applications with performance goals and Service Level Objectives (SLOs) such as
application completion time deadlines. ARIA [59] addressed this problem by implementing a SLO-based
scheduler in Hadoop that determines job ordering as well as the appropriate amount of resources to allocate
to MapReduce jobs at run-time in order to meet service level agreement objectives. To incorporate SLO into
job scheduling, ARIA builds a job profile for each job that gets executed regularly. The job profile contains
the critical performance characteristics of the job during map and reduce stages. ARIA uses a MapReduce
performance model that takes into account the job performance profile and the defined SLO to estimate the
amount of resources required for the job to complete within the specified deadline.
Automatic or dynamic tuning and reconfiguration of Hadoop parameters has also been proposed in many
studies as a viable means to improve the performance of MapReduce applications. For example, Starfish
[24] introduced a self-tuning analytical tool to visualize and optimize Hadoop applications. Starfish uses a
profiler which dynamically monitors jobs and collects profiles, and a sampler which collects data statistics
to automatically adapt to workload and user needs in order to provide good performance. Although this
approach is effective in some cases, it does not perform well for parameters that cannot be adjusted after a
job starts, especially in a dynamic environment.
Although automatic tuning of MapReduce applications is appealing, it is difficult to select the best con-
figuration parameter values for a single job running in either dedicated or shared clusters that would provide
optimal performance. DynMR [54] offers a simple solution by interleaving the execution of partially completed
reduce tasks and backfills map tasks to run in the same JVM in order to reduce resource underutilization
during shuffle waiting times. The system uses a detection algorithm to identify underutilized resources during
the shuffle phase and pro-actively schedules other waiting tasks to run on the identified resources through
efficient context switching across different tasks.
Most existing MapReduce schedulers allocate a fixed amount of resources (e.g. CPU and memory) to
jobs at the task-level, thus assuming the run-time resource consumption of the task is stable over its lifetime.
Zhang et al. [71] argue that this does not provide optimal job performance since different tasks can have
varying resource requirements during their lifetime. As reported in Herodotou et al. [24], MapReduce
tasks can be divided into multiple phases of data transfer, processing and storage. Each phase has a distinct
purpose and can be characterized by its uniform resource consumption over its duration. The authors propose
a fine-grained phase-level resource-aware scheduler called PRISM which divides tasks (e.g. Map and Reduce
tasks) into groups of phases where each phase has a similar and constant resource usage. PRISM improves
job performance and resource utilization by allocating resources to phases within a job according to their
resource requirements.
Other studies aim to improve Hadoop scheduling in terms of job completion times and data locality by
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implementing new scheduling policies. For example, delay scheduling [67] aims to improve data locality
(that is scheduling computation on the nodes that contain their input data) while maintaining fairness. Fair
sharing of cluster resources between multiple users while preserving data locality (a very important feature
of MapReduce that makes it efficient) is a challenging task in scheduler design, however, since the nodes
that contain data for the job that is scheduled to run next according to fairness might not be available. In
delay scheduling, jobs that should be scheduled next, according to fairness, delay their execution for a small
amount of time in order to launch local tasks (that is on the nodes that contain their input data). Zaharia
et al. [67] implemented delay scheduling into the Hadoop Fair Scheduler. This scheduler aims to maximize
system throughput by providing fair sharing of resources using max-min fair sharing while retaining the
performance provided by data locality. In addition, schedulers such as Quincy [30] were proposed to address
the problem of scheduling with data locality and fairness constraints. The authors of Quincy model the
fair scheduling problem as a graph data structure, where the edges weights of the graph represent various
competing demands such as data locality and fairness. An optimal scheduling solution is computed using a
standard graph solver according to a global cost model.
In data-intensive clusters, scheduling job execution on the same nodes where the jobs’ data is stored is
crucial for performance since transferring data across a network introduces additional network bottlenecks.
In this type of environment, the requirements for fairness and data locality, however, often conflict. This
is because a job scheduling strategy that is designed to achieve optimal data locality will typically delay a
job until its ideal resources are available. On the other hand, fairness means ensuring that no single user or
job monopolizes the entire cluster and delays the completion of other jobs. Fair scheduling means allocating
available resources to a job as soon as possible, even if they are not the resources closest to the computation’s
data. Isard et al. formulated the fair-scheduling problem for cluster computing as a classic min-cost flow in
a directed graph, and provided a graph-based framework for fine-grained cluster resource sharing with both
fairness and locality constraints.
Interference between multiple virtual machines in a MapReduce cluster may cause performance degrada-
tion and negatively affect data locality-aware task scheduling policies such as delay scheduling. To address
this, Bu et al. [9] proposed a task scheduling strategy to mitigate interference and virtualization overhead
while preserving task data locality for MapReduce applications. Their solution includes an interference-aware
scheduling policy, based on a task performance prediction model, and an adaptive delay scheduling algorithm
for data locality improvement.
Most research work on Hadoop has been focused on understanding and improving the performance of
MapReduce processing in terms of task scheduling optimization, adaptive resource provisioning and manage-
ment, data locality improvement, application profiling as well as optimization and tuning of cluster parameters
and test-bed configuration. For instance, Lin et al. [38] studied the impact of various Hadoop schedulers,
including the capacity and fair schedulers, on job completion time. They evaluated their results using differ-
ent combinations of scheduling policies such as configuring Capacity Scheduler with FIFO scheduling policy,
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or Fair Scheduler with DRF scheduling policy, using three different scenarios: 1) one-queue cluster in which
all applications are placed in one queue, 2) separated-queue where applications are placed in separate queues
based on application type, and 3) merged-queue scenario where there are only two queues in the cluster. The
results from this study shows that scheduling policies combinations suffer from problems such as resource
fragmentation. Furthermore, the authors found that no single combination of the scheduling policies provides
the best execution performance for all the three scenarios at all times. The merged-queue scenario, however,
achieved the shortest turnaround time compared to the other two. This work mainly focused on evaluating
the impact of the queue structure and of different combinations of scheduling policies in YARN under a mixed
applications workload.
General Big Data Performance Measurement and Analysis
Liang et al. [36] used a standard benchmark to provide a performance comparison between Hadoop, Spark,
and DataMPI in terms of system resource utilization including CPU utilization, memory utilization and
network I/O throughput. The authors show that high performance communication mechanisms employed
by DataMPI lead to better job execution and efficient resource utilizations compared to both Hadoop and
Spark. This work analysed standard benchmark applications on three big data frameworks having different
programming models. The authors fail to consider the job scheduling and resource allocation aspect of
the systems. Furthermore, they mainly used standard benchmarks such as WordCount, Grep, Sort and K-
Means for evaluations. Luckow et al. [40] investigate the applicability of deploying Hadoop on traditional
High Performance Computing (HPC) platforms in order to support a class of scientific applications such
as bio-molecular dynamics and genomics that require both the capabilities of high-performance computing
environments and big data processing frameworks. The authors conclude that deploying Hadoop on HPC
platforms allows diverse range of applications to take advantage of the various features provided by distributed
systems. To achieve optimal performance, however, the Hadoop configuration parameters should be fine-
tuned in order to utilize all the computing and storage power of the cluster.
Chaimov et al. [10] report on their experience in porting Spark to large production HPC systems.
According to the authors, large scale HPC systems can perform slower than traditional workstation for
distributed data processing frameworks like Spark due to the fact that HPC systems use global parallel file
system such as Lustre [7], while workstations use local Solid State Drives (SSD) for data storage. Due to
the presence of local disks in workstations, Spark shuffle performance is dominated by the network, while file
system metadata performance dominates HPC systems. However, with techniques such as using a local file
system and caching, the authors found that porting data processing frameworks to HPC systems can serve
both scientific and data intensive workloads.
Understanding and improving the performance of in-memory frameworks compared to disk based systems
has also gained considerable attention in recent years. Gu et al. [20] evaluated the performances of Hadoop
and Spark in terms of time and memory cost when running iterative operations. Their results show that
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Spark outperforms Hadoop in terms of speedup for this class of application, however, it comes at a cost
of consuming more memory. Therefore, the speedup in Spark is trade-off for memory and can be badly
affected where memory is insufficient to store all intermediate results, in which case Hadoop can have a
better performance.
Awan et al. [5] perform an extensive performance characterization of Spark deployed on a single cloud
server with non-uniform memory access (NUMA) architecture, and show that in-memory workloads do not
scale linearly on single servers when the number of threads is high. The authors observed load imbalances
between threads, additional CPU time spent by threads, and DRAM latency to be the major scalability
bottlenecks in this deployment environment.
Ousterhout et al. [47] applied a methodology called blocked-time analysis that measures the amount
of time a task spends blocked on a given resource to accurately identify and quantify Spark performance
bottlenecks on SQL benchmarks. The authors identify CPU as the primary bottleneck and conclude that
improving network performance will only slightly reduce job completion time.
Zhang et al. [72] compare the performance of Spark with a disk-based platform, SciDB [8] for large-scale
matrix processing on scientific data. The authors observed linear speedup in Spark while caching intermedi-
ate data. However, Spark does not always outperform SciDB for these types of applications because caching
intermediate results may increase pressure on memory, resulting in poor shuffle performance. Also, config-
uration parameters such as RDD caching, input data blocksize and memory compression can substantially
influence job execution time. Although this research evaluated the performance of some of Spark’s configura-
tion parameters, it is not clear how these parameters will influence performance on different Spark supported
cluster managers.
Although there are many cluster managers available, the work of this thesis only focuses on evaluating
Spark applications on Standalone, Mesos and YARN. This is because the Standalone is provided as part
of the Spark distribution, while Mesos and YARN are the most popular open source cluster management
systems that support Spark applications out of the box. In addition, Mesos and YARN are advanced cluster
managers designed to manage hundreds of computers and share cluster resources between tens of users
executing multiple jobs concurrently using various scheduling algorithms and processing frameworks. These
cluster managers are capable of managing the resources of the testbed cluster used for the purpose of the
experiments.
Various schedulers including ARIA, PRISM, Starfish, DynMR, Delay Scheduling, Quincy etc., were dis-
cussed in this section. Most of these schedulers are only implemented and tested in Hadoop YARN. This
thesis focused on evaluating the performance impact of the three cluster managers that supports Spark ap-
plications out of the box, above the level of schedulers. Therefore, the goal is to analyze performance results
while tuning Spark configuration parameters in order to quantify the impact of the various parameters on
image processing applications in terms of cluster resource utilization and makespan. The default schedulers
provided by each of the three cluster managers tested (that is FIFO on Standalone, fair-sharing using DRF
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algorithm on Mesos and Capacity Scheduler on YARN) were used for the experiments in this thesis. Studying
the impact of various schedulers on the performance of distributed image processing applications on Spark
is outside the scope of this thesis.
2.4.2 Image Processing on Distributed Systems
Recent advancements in image data acquisition methods and devices such as high resolution multispec-
tral cameras are revolutionizing the way remotely sensed images are collected, managed and processed.
Consequently, the volume, velocity, and variety of remotely sensed data generated and stored daily grows
exponentially [41].
The rapid increase in the diversity and dimensionality of the remotely sensed data introduces substantial
challenges in data storage, processing and interpretation. Typical image processing algorithms are tradition-
ally resource (including CPU and memory) intensive. In addition, large collections of high resolution images
occupy a large amount of hard disk space and routinely exceeds the memory size of a single computer. As
such, extracting meaningful information from such large and high resolution data using image processing
techniques is often difficult and time consuming on a single computer [37].
Examples of such representative image processing algorithms include contour detection [4], image regis-
tration [73], image splitting [63], image background correction, image segmentation and feature extraction [6].
Other remote sensing applications for earth monitoring and observation such as image classification [35], real
time natural disaster monitoring [49] including earthquakes and floods, and earth observatory data processing
[13] algorithms such as crop condition monitoring based on Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI)
[65] requires fast and scalable processing of large image data with low latency. NDVI is a technique used to
determine the density of green on a land by measuring and analyzing the difference between the wavelengths
of visible and near-infrared sunlight reflected by the plants on the land. This simple technique is widely
used by researchers to monitor plant health. Moreover, techniques such as remote sensing data fusion [70]
have been developed and applied in various fields ranging from satellite earth observation to computer vision
for integrating multiple data sources to produce more consistent, accurate, and useful information than that
provided by the individual data source.
Therefore, there is a clear need for a more efficient platform for the storage and processing of re-
motely sensed images in a time and cost efficient manner [48]. Previous work has focused on utilizing
high-performance computing (HPC) approaches and grid computing platforms (GCP) for the processing of
such large high resolution image data. Despite the huge processing power of HPC systems and resource shar-
ing architecture of GCP, there are still a number of challenges relating to efficient data storage and retrieval,
network and I/O communication, runtime scalability and reliability. These challenges lead to a shift in the
design of remote sensing systems from centralized environments towards distributed environments that allow
accessing and processing of enormous quantities of data using a cluster of commodity computers [13].
Utilizing Hadoop MapReduce for efficient processing of large scale image data has gained attention from
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both academia and industry in recent years. For example Chen et al. [11] proposed a high-performance cloud
computing based Web Processing Service (WPS) framework for Earth Observation data processing using
Hadoop as the underlying infrastructure for supporting the cloud computing environment. The authors of
the paper combined the flexibility and extensibility provided by WPS with the performance, scalability and
efficiency of Apache Hadoop to evaluate the feasibility of implementing a Hadoop based WPS framework in
cloud environment for the processing of large scale image data.
In a similar work, Lin et al. [37] designed and implemented a cloud computing platform based on
Web Coverage Service and Web Map Service interfaces from the Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC).11 The
proposed architecture used the Hadoop Distributed File System for data storage, and Hadoop MapReduce for
distributed image processing. The performance of the new system was evaluated through extensive read/write
experimentation using four types of data sets with different read/write access distributions including normal
distribution, skew to left, skew to right, and peak in left and right. According to the authors, write/read
performance with HDFS on the proposed system outperformed a local file system for large files.
A more recent work [18] designed an extensible and adaptable geospatial data processing framework
based on Hadoop’s implementation of the MapReduce programming model to enable the management and
processing of spatial and remote sensing data in distributed environments. The aim of the new framework is to
enable easy adaptation and porting of algorithms and applications already implemented on other systems into
the Hadoop distributed framework with minimum effort from the programmer’s part. Similarly, Yan et al.
[64] designed a large scale image processing research cloud based on Hadoop, and evaluated the performance
and scalability of the system using three widely used image processing algorithms including Discrete Fourier
Transform (DFT), face detection, and template matching.
The above mentioned works on distributed image processing on Hadoop focused on how the existing
MapReduce programming model and HDFS can be adapted and used for distributed processing and storage
of large scale image data. Despite the number of works that were successfully done in this area, however,
it is challenging to port the Hadoop system for image processing due to highly technical complexities of the
Hadoop system architecture. Hadoop Image Processing Interface (HIPI) [53] aim to simplify the development
of image processing and computer vision applications by providing users with highly flexible and easy to use
interface for implementing complex image processing and computer vision algorithms using the MapReduce
programming model. The framework hides the highly technical details of the Hadoop MapReduce framework,
and removes the complexity of writing distributed image processing applications by providing a high-level
image library with access to large-scale image data and computation resources of a distributed system.
Similar to HIPI, Hadoop Image Processing Framework [57] provides a Hadoop-based library which allows
software developers to write large scale image processing applications on the Hadoop MapReduce framework
without having to master the technical complexities of the framework. As such, researchers and programmers
11Open Geospatial Consortium is an international organization that provide free and open standards for the global geospatial
community through consensus.
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with minimum skills in developing distributed applications that use large image data could focus on imple-
menting their image processing algorithms instead of worrying about the architecture and implementation of
the underlying Hadoop framework.
Moreover, there is a lack of standard image processing benchmarks and stress tests for evaluating the
performance of Hadoop on image processing applications. Most previous Hadoop benchmarks primarily
focused on evaluating the performance of Hadoop in processing textual data which are different from high-
dimensional images with large file size. To fill this gap, Bajcsy et al. [6] present the characteristics of four
representative image processing applications (consisting of both computation intensive and data intensive)
on a Hadoop cluster. The authors used Terabyte size image data to evaluate the performance of image
processing applications on Hadoop in terms of computational scalability and compared their results against
standard Hadoop benchmarks such as the Terasort and Teragen.
High performance queries on large volumes of spatial data are essential in many applications. However,
the high computational requirements of performing complex queries such as cross-matching (that is large scale
spatial join) on massive volumes of spatial data posed substantial challenges in geodatabase management.
Aji et al. [1] implemented a scalable and high performance spatial data warehousing system for running large
scale spatial queries on Hadoop. This new library called Hadoop-GIS is integrated into Hive [55] and utilizes
the MapReduce programming model to provide support for performing multiple types of spatial queries on
large datasets using a Hadoop cluster of commodity computers. Apache Hive is a data warehouse system
for querying and analysing large datasets using an SQL-like interface on Hadoop. The authors of Hadoop-
GIS have shown through experimentation that the new system achieved better performance than traditional
Spatial Database Management Systems (SDBMS) for compute intensive queries in terms of query response
time and scalability.
SpatialHadoop [16] is another framework that extends Hadoop to support fast and efficient processing
of large spatial data using the traditional MapReduce programming model. It improves the performance of
MapReduce applications that process spatial data by providing efficient spatial data storage, indexing, and
spatial query support to Hadoop. The framework provides a high-level SQL-like language for spatial data
operations by extending the Pig Latin [46] language. Pig Latin is a simple SQL-like scripting language that
is used with Apache Hadoop for analysing large datasets.
Other researchers [61] compare the performance of running different image processing algorithms using dif-
ferent big data computing paradigms including MPI and MapReduce with varying computational complexity
and data size.
Many image processing and remote sensing applications run a set of computations multiple times on the
same subset of data such as multi-iteration singular value decomposition (SVD) feature extraction algorithm;
thus MapReduce based batch processing is not efficient, because MapReduce shuffles intermediate data to
disk during each iteration. For such applications that reuse intermediate data multiple times, disk and
network I/O becomes the bottleneck. In order to address this, researchers have shifted attention towards
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the utilization of the in-memory abstraction of Spark for fast and efficient processing and analysis of massive
remotely sensed data.
For example, Huang et al. [27] utilized a Spark cluster running on top of Hadoop YARN (as the cluster
manager) to facilitate the design and implementation of generic algorithms on BigData platform for parallel
processing of massive Remote Sensed data. Spark eliminated the problems introduced by Hadoop through
loading intermediate data into a distributed memory and re-using the loaded data multiple times throughout
the lifetime of an application without relying on rather slow disk access for input and output of intermediate
data. Using this model for multi-iteration image processing algorithms, Spark based processing can provide
an order of magnitude speed-up compared to Hadoop MapReduce based algorithms.
Similarly, Sun et al. [52] present a Spark based platform for processing of massive remote sensing data.
The platform uses Spark for distributed in-memory processing, HDFS for distributed storage of massive
datasets and Hadoop YARN for job scheduling and resource management. The authors show that Spark
is often one order of magnitude faster than Hadoop for executing the singular value decomposition (SVD)
algorithm.
The above mentioned previous studies related to image processing on distributed systems mainly present
a Hadoop based high performance cluster for distributed processing of large scale image data in the cloud.
Most of the proposed architectures utilized the Hadoop MapReduce programming model for implementing
image processing and remote sensing algorithms, and HDFS for efficient and reliable storage of massive
image data. The few studies that used Spark as the underlying engine for image processing only evaluate
the performance gain (in terms of running time) of generic algorithms running on the Spark platform using
Hadoop YARN as the cluster manager, and compare the performance of the in-memory based Spark with
batch oriented Hadoop.
This thesis focuses on evaluating the performance impacts of running multiple heterogeneous image pro-
cessing applications on different testbeds including a large server, and the three Spark supported cluster
managers i.e. Standalone, Mesos and Hadoop YARN. The two different job scheduling and resource alloca-
tions modes available on the three cluster managers i.e. static and dynamic resource allocation were studied.
In addition, the experiments explore the various configurations that control speculative execution of tasks,
resource size per executor, and the number of parallel tasks per job, and what effects they have on image
processing applications.
Furthermore, the work in this thesis focused on using three domain specific image processing applications
(instead of the generic big data benchmark applications) including Image Registration [73], Flower Counter
and Image Clustering to provide an extensive analysis of the impact of various Spark configuration parame-
ters on the performance of these applications in terms of cluster resource utilization and makespan. The main
standard benchmark applications available in the literature for Hadoop MapReduce includes Sort, TeraSort,
WordCount, and Grep [26], while the popular benchmarks for Spark includes PageRank, SVD++, Trian-
gleCount, RDDRelation, PageView, Logistic Regression and Matrix Factorization [34]. These applications
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mainly process text data, and are not suitable for our use case and deployment target of processing binary
data (images) which are substantially different from line-by-line text processing.
2.5 Summary
This chapter presents a detailed description of the background and previous related works in the areas of job
scheduling, resource allocation and image processing on distributed systems. The definitions of the various
terms and concepts used in this thesis, as well as a summary of literature survey were presented. In addition,
the chapter provides an overview of the Apache Spark architecture.
Spark applications are divided at runtime into Jobs, Stages, and Tasks. These applications consist of
various components including Driver, Executors and SparkContext, and can connect and request resources
from various cluster managers including Spark Standalone, Apache Mesos, and Hadoop YARN. Furthermore,
Spark applications can access data stored in local or distributed filesystem such as HDFS. Spark implements
two different resource scheduling and allocation policies: static and dynamic, and provides many configuration
parameters to control the runtime behaviour of the Spark system.
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Chapter 3
Experimental Design
This chapter presents the experimental design methodology used in this thesis. The first part of the
chapter gives a detailed description the tools used in the experiments, including the hardware configurations
of both the testbed server and cluster, as well as their software specifications. The second part of the chapter
describes the configuration parameters used and how they were set for the different experiments to evaluate
the performance impact of (Spark’s job scheduling and resource allocation) configuration parameters on
image processing applications. A description of the three heterogeneous workload applications used in this
thesis, as well as the performance metrics selected for their evaluation are also presented. The last part of
the chapter presents the description of the multiple experiments done.
3.1 Hardware and Software Configurations
This section describes the hardware setup as well the software configurations of the two testbeds used in
the different experiments of this thesis. Information about operating system, processor, memory, disk, and
number of cluster nodes is provided. All the nodes of the Spark cluster and the testbed server run Ubuntu
16.04.3 LTS Operating System.
3.1.1 Sever Configurations
The server machine onomi.usask.ca (called Onomi in the rest of this document) was used as a testbed for
running the sequential versions of the three image processing applications. The computer is configured with
two Intel® Xeon® E5-2690 v4 CPUs (14 cores @ 2.6 GHz on each CPU, hyper-threaded, for a total of 56
virtual cores), 620 GB RAM and 43 TB of disk space. This machine runs Python version 3.5.2.
Exclusive access to Onomi was provided for a limited time frame to run the sequential version of the
three image processing applications and evaluate their performance on a single large computer.
3.1.2 Spark Cluster Configurations
The DISCUS Lab at the University of Saskatchewan has a heterogeneous Spark cluster consisting of 12 virtual
machines on 12 physical machines, with 1 master node and 11 worker nodes. The nodes are interconnected
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using a 1 Gigabit private network. This cluster was used as a testbed for running the distributed version of
the image processing applications.
The master node and each of the first nine worker nodes are configured with a single Intel® Core™ i7-2600
CPU (4 cores @ 3.4 GHz, hyper-threaded, for a total of 8 virtual cores). In addition, the master node is
equipped with 11 GB RAM and 396 GB of disk space, while the nine worker nodes are equipped with 14
GB RAM and 7.4 TB of disk space. Each of these worker nodes is configured to provide the cluster with 7
virtual cores and 13 GB of memory. The remaining two worker nodes have slightly different configurations.
They are each equipped with a single Intel® Xeon® E5-2403 CPUs (4 cores @ 1.8 GHz, hyper-threaded, for
a total of 8 virtual cores), 35 GB RAM and 7.7 TB of disk space, and provide the cluster with 7 virtual cores
and 34 GB of memory.
With these configurations, 1 virtual core and 1 GB memory were reserved for the Operating System
and other background processes on each of the 11 worker nodes. The cluster runs Spark version 2.1.0,
Hadoop YARN version 2.7.2, Mesos version 1.2.0, and Python version 2.7.12. Table 3.1 shows the hardware
configurations of the two testbeds. In all, the server has a total resource of 56 virtual cores and 620 GB
memory, while the cluster has a total resource of 77 virtual cores and 185 GB memory for scheduling and
allocating to different Spark applications by the cluster managers as shown in Table 3.2.
The heterogeneity of the testbed cluster comes from the fact that two of the worker machines have slower
CPU cores than the rest (approximately half the speed). Experiments show that tasks scheduled on these
slower machines sometimes tend to take longer time to finish than the rest. To overcome the effect of having
slower machines slow down the processing of an application, speculative execution of tasks was evaluated to
verify its impact on the makespan of the set of jobs. With speculative execution of tasks enabled, the tasks
that are running slowly in a given stage may be re-launched on a different executor.
Table 3.1: Testbeds Hardware Configurations
Node CPU Memory Disk
Master Node Intel® Core™ i7-2600 @ 3.4 GHz 11 GB 396 GB
9 Worker Nodes Intel® Core™ i7-2600 @ 3.4 GHz 14 GB 7.4 TB
2 Worker Nodes Intel® Xeon® E5-2403 @ 1.8 GHz 35 GB 7.7 TB
Onomi 2 Intel® Xeon® E5-2690 v4 @ 2.6 GHz 620 GB 43 TB
3.2 Chosen Parameters
In addition to supporting the 3 chosen cluster managers (Standalone, Mesos, YARN), and two different
modes of resource allocation i.e. static and dynamic resource allocation, Spark provides many configuration
parameters that control speculative execution of tasks, size of resources per executor, and the number of
parallel tasks that can be created and executed for a giving job. This section provides a detailed description
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Table 3.2: Cluster Resources
Node
Virtual Cores Memory Disk
Node Total Cluster Node Total Cluster Node Total Cluster
9 Worker Nodes 8 7 14 GB 13 GB 7.4 TB 7.4 TB
2 Worker Nodes 8 7 35 GB 34 GB 7.7 TB 7.7 TB
Totals 88 77 196 GB 185 GB 82 TB 82 TB
of the parameters chosen for the various set of experiments in this thesis, and how they are configured for
comparison between running Spark applications on the three supported cluster managers.
3.2.1 Parameters to Control Resource Scheduling and Allocation
There are several parameters that control how static and dynamic resource allocation behaves. However, for
this thesis only two parameters were used, namely spark.dynamicAllocation.enabled, which indicate whether
to use static or dynamic resource allocation, and spark.shuffle.service.enabled, which allows safe removal of
executors from applications without losing their shuffle data. Both of these parameters need to be set to true
in order for Spark applications to use dynamic resource allocation.
3.2.2 Parameters to Control Number of Parallel Tasks Per Job
Spark provides several options for controlling the number of RDD partitions (and concurrent tasks) that can
be created at any given stage. For applicatioins with stages that involve distributed shuffle operations, such
as reduceByKey and join, the spark.default.parallelism configuration parameter can be used to control the
number of partitions in RDDs returned by these operations.
In addition, Spark also provides fine grain control over the number of partitions at run time. By chang-
ing the numPartitions variable in Spark transformations such as repartition, coalesce, and repartitionAnd-
SortWithinPartition, the number of partitions in an RDD at any stage of a job can be controlled. Further-
more, the spark.files.maxPartitionBytes configuration parameter can be used to define the maximum number
of bytes to pack into a single partition when reading files, which will also control the number of RDD parti-
tions. Since Spark creates one task per RDD partition, these parameters control the total number of tasks
at any stage of an application. For the experiments in this thesis, spark.files.maxPartitionBytes was used
to control the size of Spark RDD partitions (and the number of concurrent tasks) in the three benchmark
applications.
3.2.3 Parameters to Control Speculative Execution of Tasks
Speculative execution of tasks is a feature of Spark that enables the detection of slow running tasks and re-
scheduling their execution on different executors in order to prevent having failed or slow machines slowing
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down the execution of an entire application. Slow running tasks are considered to be tasks running slower in
a stage than the median of all successfully completed tasks in that stage according to configuration values.
If a node that is running a task crashes, Spark will automatically re-run the task on another node; if the
node is still active but slower than other nodes, however, Spark will not re-launch the task on another node
by default.
With spark.speculation set to true, slow running tasks in a stage may be re-launched on another node,
and Spark would use the results of the task that finishes first. There are various parameters associated
with speculative execution in Spark. These parameters include spark.speculation.interval which controls how
often Spark checks for tasks to speculate, spark.speculation.multiplier which is used to control how many
times slower a task is than the median to be considered for speculation, and spark.speculation.quantile which
controls the fraction of tasks that must be complete before speculation is enabled for a particular stage.
For the experiments in this thesis, only the spark.speculation configuration parameter was used to control
speculative execution, all other parameters associated with speculation are set to default values.
3.2.4 Parameters to Control Resource Size Per Spark Executor
Two Spark configuration parameters, spark.executor.cores and spark.executor.memory control the number of
CPU cores and memory per Spark executor process respectively. The value for spark.executor.cores is set
by default to 1 in YARN mode, and all available cores on the worker node in Standalone and Mesos modes.
The value of spark.executor.memory is set to 1 GB in all the three cluster managers by default.
Using the default values for these parameters means that only one executor per worker node (with 1
GB memory and all available CPU cores on the worker machine) are allocated to Spark applications by the
Standalone and Mesos cluster managers. On the other hand, the YARN cluster manager would allocate
multiple executors per worker nodes, however, the executors would use the minimum possible resource (that
is 1 Core and 1 GB memory). Setting these parameters allows one to control the amount of resource per
executor. This means multiple executors with appropriate resource size may run on a single worker node.
3.3 Performance Metrics
Although there are many metrics that can be used to evaluate the performance impact of different Spark
configuration parameters on image processing applications, the work in this thesis use job makespan and
cluster CPU and memory utilization for evaluations. This is because makespan is a very useful metric to
understand the overall throughput of a system, it can be used to effectively quantify how changing the
values of various configuration parameters affect the overall system performance. In addition, the goal of
the thesis is to parallelize the three image processing workload applications to determine if they are suitable
for running in a distributed Spark environment simultaneously compared to simply running them on a large
single computer. Since there are many applications that need to run concurrently and share resources, it is
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important to compare the time taken to process a set of jobs (i.e. from the submission of the first job to the
completion of the last job) under different parameter values. This is the makespan.
In addition to makespan, resource utilization is another key indicator of an application’s performance.
Resource utilization tracks how busy various resources of a computer system are when running an application.
To evaluate the performance of the three Spark cluster managers (i.e. Standalone, Mesos and YARN) in terms
of their ability to efficiently schedule jobs with various resource requirements to take advantage of available
resources and minimize total makespan, two other important performance metrics were used, the cluster
CPU and memory utilization. These performance measurements can help determine how various parameter
tuning has affected the overall performance of Spark. Furthermore, on few occasions, individual job waiting
and execution times were used to help in interpretation and analysis of results. The description of the various
chosen performance metrics is provided below:
1. Job Makespan: This is the total time that elapses from submitting the first job until the end of the job
that finishes last. The makespan includes both the waiting and processing time of all jobs.
2. CPU utilization: The CPU utilization of a computer system is the usage over time of the system’s pro-
cessing resources (that is the amount of work handled by the CPU). In this thesis, the CPU utilization
refers to the percentage of CPU resource of all nodes in the cluster used over time for processing all
submitted jobs.
3. Memory utilization: The memory utilization refers to the fraction of the memory resource of all nodes
in the cluster used over time for processing all submitted jobs.
4. Job waiting time: This is the time a job spends between submission and getting the first resource
allocation (that is the first Spark executor) from the cluster manager.
5. Job execution time: This is the time a job spends executing its tasks on the cluster. It does not include
the waiting time.
To get the makespan values, the jobs submission scripts discussed in Section 3.6.1 record the beginning
and the end time of each experimental run. Using these values, the total makespan was calculated. In
addition, the Spark web UI provide various information about running jobs, including executors allocated or
removed, waiting and execution times of jobs, etc. Spark also logs these data to disk for later analysis. The
log file generated by Spark for each job was used to get the job waiting and execution times.
Furthermore, an external monitoring system called Ganglia [42] was used to get the cluster CPU and
memory utilization of running applications. Ganglia is a scalable distributed monitoring system for high-
performance computing systems such as clusters. The system could be used to view either live or recorded
statistics covering metrics such as CPU load averages, memory, disk I/O, network utilization etc. for many
nodes in a cluster. Ganglia version 3.6.0 was used for the experiments. Analyzing the logs generated by Spark,
and cluster monitoring logs generated by Ganglia give an insight as to how different Spark cluster managers
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schedule and allocate resources to jobs, and how these resource allocation behaviours affect applications
execution times and cluster resource utilization.
Other performance metrics such as network utilization, disk I/O, number of executors allocated could be
used to measure and evaluate the performance of Spark. However, due to time limitations, these metrics are
not considered in this thesis.
3.4 Description of Datasets
There are two categories of images used for the experiments in this thesis based on the method of collection,
including Drone Images and Still Camera Images. Each experimental run involves processing the nine
different datasets shown in Tables 3.3 and 3.4, having a total size of 9.7 GB and 15861 images in total.
Although the sizes of the individual datasets are relatively small with respect to Big Data, the datasets
contain binary files (images) which requires a considerable amount of time to process compared to text files.
Furthermore, unlike the generic Big Data workloads that process text files, the image processing applications
used for the experiments in this thesis require a substantial amount of time to run. Nevertheless, the multiple
workloads used to evaluate Spark configuration parameters are enough to stress the 12-node (77 cores) testbed
cluster. For example, with 128 MB Spark RDD partition size, the 9.7 GB dataset would be divided into
approximately 77 tasks during each experimental run, with each task having approximately 206 images to
process. Reducing the RDD partition size further would increase the number of tasks to process by each of
the CPU cores.
Drone Images
These are aerial images of canola test plots captured using a multispectral camera fixed on a drone. The
camera captures images in five bands including Blue, Green, Red, Red Edge and Near-Infrared. In addition,
the five bands are captured in Grayscale colorspace and stored in two different file formats: Portable Network
Graphics (png) and Tagged Image File Format (tiff). The .png versions of the multispectral images are used
for the Image Registration application. Due to a slight variation in the number of image sets captured during
different drone flights, the first 200 image sets from each drone images folder were used as dataset for the
Image Registration experiments. Table 3.3 shows the characteristics of the drone images used for various
instances of the Image Registration jobs. The “Dataset Name” column in the table represents the date when
the images were captured (in the format DDMMYYYY) followed by the format of the images used. For
example the dataset 23062016 png consist of .png images captured on June 23, 2016.
Still Camera Images
These are overhead images of plots captured using cameras fixed at various locations in the same set of
test plots. The images are captured in standard Red Green Blue (sRGB) colorspace and stored in Joint
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Table 3.3: Drone Images Characteristics
Job Name Dataset Name
Dataset
Size
Number of
Images
Date Captured
imageRegistration job 1 23062016 png 1.7 GB 1000 June 23, 2016
imageRegistration job 2 14072016 png 1.7 GB 1000 July 14, 2016
imageRegistration job 3 06082016 png 1.7 GB 1000 August 06, 2016
Photographic Experts Group (JPEG) file format. These images are used for the various instances of the
Flower Counting and Image Clustering applications. Table 3.4 shows the characteristics of the still camera
image datasets. The “Dataset Name” column in the table represent the date when the images were collected
(in the format DDMMYYYY) followed by the ID of the camera that captured the images, and a name
representing the actual date the images were captured. For example the dataset 15072016 1108 images12
consist of images captured by camera 1108 on July 12, 2016 and collected on July 15, 2016.
Table 3.4: Still Camera Images Characteristics
Job Name Dataset Name
Dataset
Size
Number of
Images
Date Captured
flowerCounter job 1 15072016 1108 images12 314 MB 1020 July 12, 2016
flowerCounter job 2 15072016 1108 images14 354 MB 1020 July 14, 2016
flowerCounter job 3 15082016 1108 images0 422 MB 719 August 2, 2016
imageClustering job 1 15072016 1108 images1 7 10 13 1.3 GB 4080 July 1, 7, 10, 13, 2016
imageClustering job 2 15082016 1108 images1 7 10 1.4 GB 2962 August 3, 9, 12, 2016
imageClustering job 3 15072016 1108 images2 4 5 850 MB 3060 July 2, 4, 5, 2016
3.5 Workload Applications
This section presents a detailed description of the three heterogeneous workload applications used in this the-
sis, including Image Registration, Flower Counter, and Image Clustering. The Image Registration and Flower
Counter applications were developed at the Department of Computer Science, University of Saskatchewan,
while the Image Clustering application was adapted from a version obtained from the Internet.1 Further-
more, the Image Registration and Image Clustering use standard image processing methods that are available
in the literature. In this thesis, an application refers to the implementation of the three image processing
applications used for evaluation, while a job refers to an instance of any of the three applications.
The heterogeneity of the three workload applications comes from the fact that each of the application
1http://scikit-learn.org/stable/auto_examples/cluster/plot_kmeans_digits.html (28 Jul, 2018)
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has a different resource requirements in terms of CPU and memory. Specifically, the Image Registration
application is very CPU intensive, because it involves a lot of matrix transformation and arithmetic, while
the Image Clustering application is CPU intensive during K-means iteration stage and I/O intensive during
clustering stage. The Flower Counter application has a medium requirement for both CPU and memory
when compared with the other two applications. Table 3.5 gives a summary of the various characteristics
of the three workload applications. The “Max CPU utilization (%)” row in the Table shows the maximum
percentage of CPU used by each of the applications when run in isolation on Onomi with 56 cores (for the
sequential applications), and Spark with 77 cores (for the distributed applications). Similarly, the “Max
memory utilization (%)” row shows the maximum percentage of memory used by each of the application on
Onomi with 620 GB of memory, and Spark with 185 GB of memory.
Table 3.5: Workload Applications Characteristics
Applications
Image Registration Flower Counter Image Clustering
Sequential Distributed Sequential Distributed Sequential Distributed
Lines of code 436 355 789 766 156 124
OpenCV functions 5 9 14 14 2 2
Spark functions - 8 - 31 - 15
Spark jobs - 2 - 31 - 8
Spark stages - 3 - 54 - 14
Max CPU utilization (%) 99 99 24 26 11 57
Max memory utilization (%) 0.5 54 0.9 65 9 66
3.5.1 Sequential and Distributed Versions
The three workload applications mentioned above were initially developed for sequential processing using
Python. These are referred to as the sequential versions. Due to the large number of images to process and
the high resource requirement of the various image processing algorithms used in developing the applications,
the processing takes a long time to complete even on a large server equipped with many resources. This
brings the need to find better ways to efficiently speed up processing.
Therefore, it is important to parallelize and evaluate performance of the already written Python code to
see if the applications are properly amenable to distributed processing using the Spark platform. With this in
mind, I converted the sequential versions of the workload applications to run on Spark. These are referred to
as the distributed versions. Various Spark transformations and actions such as map, filter, aggregate, as well
as optimized and distributed machine learning algorithms such as K-Means clustering were used to replace
the sequential versions provided by Python.
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3.5.2 Image Registration
Remotely sensed data continues to grow in volume and diversity. Images are one of the most important
categories of such data, providing large amounts of data representing multiple time or simultaneous observa-
tions of the same features by different sensors. The integration of information from multiple sources, such as
images from different sensors starts with the registration of the data into single spatial coordinate system.
Data may consist of multiple photographs, data from different sensors, times, depths, or viewpoints. Image
registration is widely used in computer vision, and in compiling and analysing image data from satellites.
To register multiple images on the same coordinate system, one of the images is selected as the reference
image and the others are respectively referred to as the target images. Image registration involves spatially
registering the target image(s) to align with the reference image. There are multiple methods of registering
images; the image registration application developed for the experiments in this thesis uses a feature-based
method to register images. In this method, features such as points, lines, and contours are used to find
correspondence between multiple images.
Each instance of the Image Registration application takes in a single directory containing drone images
in a .png format for a single drone flight. The size of the input directory depends on the number of images
collected during the drone flight; nevertheless, each drone flight (that is a single directory of images) creates
at least one image registration job. The images are in a groups of 5, representing 5 different channels captured
by the drone. Therefore, each image registration job consist of many groups of images representing different
coordinates in the farmland, with each group containing 5 images of approximately the same coordinates.
Due to the image capture mechanics on the drone camera,2 the 5 images in a group are not aligned on the
same coordinates, which makes it impossible for any image processing to be done on these images without
first being registered.
The sequential version of this application reads the input images from a local file system using Python’s
skimage.io module and registers multiple channels of images using the OpenCV’s cv2.xfeatures2d.SIFT class.
This class uses the Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) algorithm [39] to extract images features and
computes descriptors of the extracted features. These features are passed to a features matching function
which uses the OpenCV’s Brute-Force Matcher to match the descriptors of the features. The Brute-Force
Matcher simply takes the descriptor of one feature in the reference image and matches it with all other
features in the target images using some distance calculation. The descriptor with the closest distance is
returned. The knnMatch method of OpenCV’s Brute-Force Matcher is used to return k best matches where k
is specified by the user. Finally, cv2.findHomography function is used to find the perspective transformations
between the two planes detected.
For each group of 5 input images, the application tries to align them together on a single coordinate
system. The outputs are a set of 5 registered images, a coloured RGB image produced by adding channel 1,
2MicaSense RedEdge-M multispectral camera was used to capture the images. This camera has five different spectral bands
(blue, green, red, red edge, near-IR) which capture images at slightly different time and not perfectly aligned.
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2 and 3, a cropped version of the RGB image produced by removing a black border surrounding the RGB
image, and NDVI image of the coordinates. The output images are saved on the local file system.
This process of finding features and descriptors and matching the detected features across all the images
in the same group is CPU intensive and takes long time to finish for each group. Also, experiments show
that the amount of data within the images in a group affect the processing time (that is the larger the data
within the images, the more time the processing will take).
From the discussion of the sequential version of Image Registration application above, it is clear that
this application is embarrassingly parallel since each group of 5 images can be processed separately and
independent of processing of other groups. With this in mind, I re-write the sequential version of the Image
Registration application for distributed processing on Spark.
All processing on the image groups is similar as with the sequential version. However, the distributed
version of the application uses Spark’s binaryFiles to read data from HDFS (which is a distributed file
system). The application then creates an RDD of all the images for a single Image Registration job. Each
image file is read as a single record of key-value pair, where the key is the path of the file, and the value is
the content. A map transformation is used to create a new RDD of the images converted from binary files
into Python’s numpy array of image data. The reduceByKey transformation is used to group all the images
belonging the same group together. Spark’s foreach operation is invoked on the created RDD. This action
applies the feature detection and descriptor matching function on each group (that is Spark RDD partition)
in parallel on different Spark executors. Each RDD partition in this case contain a group of 5 images, together
with their names and group key. The output of the distributed version of the Image Registration application
is saved on a Network File System (NFS) available on all nodes. This file system is mounted to HDFS, which
makes all the files stored on HDFS accessible from NFS. This application is very CPU intensive, because it
involves a lot of matrix transformation to find features within the images to register. It also uses matrix
arithmetic to produce both RGB and NDVI versions of the images.
3.5.3 Flower Counter
The Flower Counter application processes images captured by cameras positioned at various locations in a
farmland by using various image processing techniques to count the approximate number of Canola flowers
in the image.
The sequential version of the application reads in multiple images from the local file system or from
a database lookup. An object of CanolaTimelapseImage class is created for each image read. This class
consists of many methods corresponding to different processing, including readImage for reading the image
data, and showDetectedBlobs for highlighting the detected flowers. Images are read and converted into RGB
using Python Imaging Library (PIL). A pre-processing step is done on the input images to filter those that
are likely to impact flower estimation results negatively, for example images captured at night and images
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captured on a rainy day. To filter the images, sklearn3 implementation of K-Means clustering algorithm
is used. K-means is a widely used clustering algorithm for knowledge discovery and data mining. It aims
to partition input data objects into k clusters by calculating the nearest mean cluster to which an object
belongs.
The filtering stage starts by defining four coordinates representing a square boundary specifying the region
of interest within the image where the flowers would be counted. The next stage computes histograms of
each individual input image (pixel) data in both greyscale and CIELAB colour space. Each pixel in the input
image is grouped into one of 256 bins. All the input images are passed into a method that computes histogram
shifts for each image with respect to the average histograms of Lab colour space. This computation involves
selecting the first image histogram as a reference and computing the discrete cross-correlation between the
reference image histogram and the histograms of all other input images. Furthermore, a correlation reference
is computed by cross-correlating the reference histogram and the average histograms of all the input images.
The correlation value of each input image plus the correlation reference computed is returned as the histogram
shift of that image. Images are flagged as good or corrupted based on the value of their greyscale histogram
value.
The images that are flagged as not corrupted are passed to the K-Means clustering stage. This stage
groups all the input images into 2 clusters (namely cluster 0 and cluster 1) based on the percentage of yellow
pixels within the image plot boundary. The images in cluster 0 are the most suitable for the flower counting
algorithm and thus used in the next stages of the flower counting pipeline. The selected images are sorted
from high to low based on the percentage of yellow pixels. Thus, the image with the highest number of
yellow pixels is the first on the list. This sorted list of images is passed to the flower counting method which
runs a pipeline of various image processing techniques to estimate the number of Canola flowers in each
input image. The processing pipeline includes converting the images from RGB to CIELAB colour space,
computing sigmoid mapping, and finally detecting blobs within the defined image region using scikit-image
Determinant of Hessian (DoH) blob detection algorithm. For each blob found, the blob detection method
returns its coordinates and the standard deviation of the Gaussian kernel that detected the blob. The number
of flowers were estimated by counting the number of the returned blobs. The output of the Flower Counting
application is a text file containing image names and estimated number of Canola flowers per image. This
text file is written to a local file system for analysis.
Due to the large number of images, and the various processing involved in this application, it takes a large
amount of time to complete. However, unlike the Image Registration application which is embarrassingly
parallel, the stages in the Flower Counter can be categorised into two classes: 1) Stages that process a
single image independent of other images such as the final flower counting stage, and 2) Stages that require
information from all other input images such as K-Means clustering stage.
To distribute the processing of the Flower Counter application on multiple computing nodes, I re-write
3sklearn is a Python module that implements several machine learning algorithms
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the sequential version of this application, which uses pure Python, into a distributed Spark application
using pyspark’s transformations and actions. Similar to the sequential version, the distributed version of the
application uses the same set of image processing pipelines. The main difference is that the Spark version of
the application reads input images in a .jpg format from HDFS. Spark’s binaryFiles is used to create an RDD
of all the images for a single Flower Counter job. Each image file is read as a single record of a key-value
pair, where the key is the path of the file, and the value is the content. A map transformation is used to
create a new RDD of the images converted from binary files into Python’s numpy array of image data.
Spark provides many functions that can process RDD partitions in parallel on multiple executors. One
of such function is the aggregate transformation. It aggregates the elements of each RDD partition, and then
the results for all the partitions, using a given combine function. This transformation was used to calculate
the average histogram of pixels over all input images in parallel. Other Spark transformations and actions
including map, filter, zipWithIndex, sortBy, coalesce and saveAsTextFile were used for executing various
processing in parallel. For the K-Means clustering stage, Spark’s machine learning library MLlib provides
an efficient implementation of the K-Means clustering algorithm that includes a parallelized variant of k-
means++. This implementation of K-Means performs processing in parallel; therefore, it was used to replace
the sklearn implementation in the Spark version of the Flower Counter application. The output of the final
stage (that is the flower counting stage) is reduced into 1 RDD partition using coalesce, and saved to HDFS
as a text file containing the image file name and the estimate of Canola flowers count per image. This final
stage involves shuffling output data over the network.
3.5.4 Image Clustering
Clustering is an unsupervised learning task of grouping data such that members of the same group (or cluster)
are more similar to each other by a given metric than they are to the members of the other clusters [21]. The
Image Clustering application used in this thesis aims to cluster image data captured by cameras positioned
at various locations in the plots mentioned previously into three clusters based on image features.
Similar to the other two workload applications discussed above, the sequential version of this application
reads in multiple images from the local file system, and uses the sklearn implementation of K-Means clustering
to cluster the input images using random initialization mode with a maximum of five iterations. The output
of the Image Clustering application is a text file containing images name and the cluster number to which
they belong. This text file is written to the local file system for analysis.
The sequential version of the Image Clustering application was rewritten for distributed/parallel process-
ing using Spark’s implementation of K-Means. All other steps including model building, training, fitting,
and clustering are the same.
The Spark version of the application reads input images in a .jpg format from an HDFS directory. A single
directory of images makes up an instance of an Image Clustering job. Spark’s binaryFiles is used to create an
RDD of all the images for a single Image Clustering job. The input images are read and converted to Spark
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RDD of numpy arrays using the same transformations discussed earlier for the Flower Counter application.
The numpy array is passed to a function which uses cv2.xfeatures2d.SIFT to extract features and computes
descriptors from the input images. SIFT uses the Scale Invariant Feature Transform algorithm [39] to extract
features from images. The extracted feature descriptors are filtered using Spark’s filter transformation, and
passed to the K-Means clustering function for model building, training and clustering. The clustering results
are reduced into one RDD partition by using coalesce, and written to HDFS as a text file containing the
names of the images and the cluster to which they belong. This application is CPU bound during K-means
iteration stage and I/O bound during clustering stage.
3.6 Description of Experiments
The first experiment involves running a mixture of the sequential versions of the three image processing
applications including Image Registration, Flower Counter and Image Clustering on Onomi and measuring
the total makespan. This serves as the baseline value for the amount of time the applications require to run
sequentially on a large server, and it is used for comparison with the distributed versions running on Spark.
Since this experiment uses a single large server as a testbed, there is only one experimental setup, without
any parameter tuning.
The next sets of experiments involves running a mixture of the distributed versions on the three cluster
managers that support Spark, i.e. Standalone, Mesos and YARN, tuning various Spark configuration param-
eters and recording the performance metrics discussed earlier for analysis. Nonetheless, all the experiments
only examined one factor at a time (except for the parameters that control Spark executor size), instead of
multiple factors simultaneously. This means a particular parameter is selected for experimentation at a time
while all the remaining configuration parameters are kept constant. Since Spark executor size is controlled by
two parameters which consist of the number of CPU cores and the size of memory, these two parameters are
configured together. This is a reasonable limitation because experimenting with all combinations of all factors
would be extremely time consuming considering the amount of time it takes to run a set of the applications
used in this thesis for a single experimental configuration. Furthermore, the experiments involve running the
applications with and without speculative execution of tasks enabled, unless otherwise stated.
For all experimental setups, three instances of each workload applications are submitted at random, with
five minutes delay between submissions. A total of nine jobs are submitted during each experimental run.
The same seed number was used for the random number generation to allow having the same job submission
sequence in each of the experimental runs. The sequence of jobs submissions is as follows: imageClus-
tering job 1, flowerCounter job 3, imageRegistration job 2, imageClustering job 2, imageRegistration job 1,
imageClustering job 3, flowerCounter job 2, flowerCounter job 1, and imageRegistration job 3.
These sets of experiments would provide insights as to whether the image processing applications tested
in this thesis are suitable for running on a distributed environment (such as Spark) and what performance
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gains can be achieved by distributing the processing across multiple machines. In addition, the experiments
would help in evaluating the performance of different cluster managers that support Spark, and the effects of
the various Spark resource scheduling and allocation configuration parameters on applications performance.
3.6.1 Submitting Applications to Server and Cluster
A Python script is used for submitting the sequential version of the workload applications to Onomi. The
script submits three instances of each of the three applications at random, with five minutes delay between
submissions. The nine application instances were randomly ordered and submitted to Onomi. Both the start
and the end time of the experiment is recorded. In addition, the script also records the timestamp of the job
submissions.
Similarly, a Python script is used for submitting the distributed version of the applications to the cluster
manager. The script randomly selects and submits a single job to the cluster through the master node, with
five minutes delay between job submissions. During each experiment, the script submits a single job, then
sleeps for five minutes before submitting the next job. This process repeats until all jobs are submitted.
The nine application instances were randomly ordered, with the same seed in each run to ensure the same
submission sequence. Also, the start and end time of the experiments, as well as the timestamps of job
submissions are recorded for later analysis.
3.6.2 Experimentation Parameter Settings
This section describes the different parameter settings used for the experiments in this thesis, including
parameters that control resource scheduling and allocations, various configurations for executor size and the
number of parallel tasks per job, and parameters that control speculative execution of tasks. A full list of the
various parameters tested and how their values were set is provided in Table 3.6. All the experimental sets
were tested on the Standalone, Mesos and YARN cluster managers using both static and dynamic resource
allocation.
Static Resource Allocation Experiments
The objective of these set of experiments is to analyze the performance of the default (that is static) schedul-
ing and resource allocation behaviour of the three cluster managers that support Spark, and to compare the
default Spark performance with the baseline results of running the sequential version of the workload appli-
cations on Onomi. In addition, the experiments investigate how the various Spark configuration parameters
such as number of parallel tasks per job, resource size per executor (such as large number of executors with
minimum resource per executor, and small number of executors but with large resource per executor) affect
the performance of the three cluster managers tested when using the default static resource allocation.
These experiments are subdivided into the following categories according to resource configurations per
executor and the size of Spark RDD partition (that is the number of parallel tasks per job):
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Table 3.6: Parameter Configurations for all Experimental Sets
Experiment Set
Executor Resource
Size
RDD
partition size
Tasks
Speculation
Set 1 1 CPU/2 GB 128 MB True
Set 2 1 CPU/2 GB 64 MB True
Set 3 1 CPU/2 GB 32 MB True
Set 4 1 CPU/2 GB 128 MB False
Set 5 1 CPU/2 GB 64 MB False
Set 6 1 CPU/2 GB 32 MB False
Set 7 3 CPU/6 GB 128 MB False
Set 8 3 CPU/6 GB 64 MB False
Set 9 3 CPU/6 GB 32 MB False
Set 10 6 CPU/12 GB 128 MB False
Set 11 6 CPU/12 GB 64 MB False
Set 12 6 CPU/12 GB 32 MB False
1. Set 1 CPU core and 2 GB memory per executors: The spark.executor.cores and spark.executor.memory
are used to control the number of CPU cores and memory to use per Spark executor process respectively.
• Set 128 MB per Spark RDD partition using the spark.files.maxPartitionBytes configuration pa-
rameter,
• Set 64 MB per Spark RDD partition. This will double the number of tasks created by Spark when
reading data from HDFS,
• Set 32 MB per Spark RDD partition. This will quadruple the number of tasks created by Spark
when reading data from HDFS.
2. Set 3 CPU cores and 6 GB memory per executors:
• Set 128 MB per Spark RDD partition,
• Set 64 MB per Spark RDD partition, and
• Set 32 MB per Spark RDD partition.
3. Set 6 CPU cores and 12 GB memory per executors:
• Set 128 MB per Spark RDD partition,
• Set 64 MB per Spark RDD partition, and
• Set 32 MB per Spark RDD partition.
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Dynamic Resource Allocation Experiments
The objective here is to understand how different Spark cluster managers dynamically adjust resources based
on applications requirements and the available workload when using the dynamic resource allocation feature
of Spark, and to understand how this could affect resource utilization and application run time. Under these
experiments, dynamic resource allocation was enabled on the three cluster managers. However, all other
configuration parameters related to dynamic resource allocation were set to their default values. The experi-
ments investigated how the number of tasks per job influences dynamic resource allocation behaviour of each
Spark cluster manager, and analyze their performance and overhead in terms of cluster resource utilization
and jobs completion times. The same set of applications and parameter setup as in the previous section were
used, including resource configurations per executor, RDD partition size and speculative execution of tasks.
3.7 Summary
The chapter contains a detailed description of the hardware and software configurations of the two testbeds
used in this thesis, including a large server and a heterogeneous Spark cluster, as well as the various Spark
parameters tested, including parameters to control resource scheduling and allocation, number of parallel
tasks per job, speculative execution of tasks and resource size per executor. Several metrics used for evaluating
performance including makespan, CPU and Memory utilization, and job waiting and execution times were
presented. Furthermore, a discussion of the three image processing applications tested was provided, as well as
the characteristics of the datasets used for each of the applications instances. Finally, the multiple experiments
done on the testbeds in order to evaluate the amenability of running image processing applications on Spark,
and to quantify the performance gain of distributing the processing of the applications across multiple nodes
were described in detail.
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Chapter 4
Experimental Results and Discussion
This chapter contains the results of experiments described in Chapter 3. The first part of the chapter
provides the analysis of results from a set of experiments done to characterize the resource requirements of
each of the three parallelized versions of the image processing applications used in this thesis. The next part
compares the makespan of a sequential version of the three benchmark image processing applications running
on a server equipped with a large amount of CPU and memory resources, and the distributed version running
on Spark without any parameter tuning (i.e. using all the default values provided by Spark). In addition,
a number of experiments were established to evaluate the differences in makespan between multiple runs of
the same experimental setup. Finally, the chapter investigates the impact of different Spark configuration
parameters, including parameters to control job scheduling and resource allocation, Spark RDD partition size,
speculative execution of tasks and the number of parallel tasks per job, and their effect on cluster resource
utilization and applications makespan.
4.1 Workload Applications Resource Characteristics
A set of initial experiments were done to characterize the resource requirements of each of the distributed
versions of the workload applications used in this thesis. The motivation for analyzing the resource require-
ments is to characterize the applications based on their resource utilization in a precise manner. This analysis
is necessary in order to gain an initial insight into each application’s resource usage and to understand the
resource requirements of a mixture of multiple instances running concurrently.
The three distributed versions of the workload applications described in Section 3.5 were run in isolation on
the 12-node Spark cluster described in Section 3.1. The two most important resources that Spark applications
request from the cluster managers are CPU cores and memory. Hence, CPU and memory usage of each
application across the entire cluster were monitored using the Ganglia cluster monitoring system when they
are running individually, and used as performance metric for evaluation. The parameter settings used for the
experiments in this section are listed below:
• Cluster Manager: Standalone,
• Resource Allocation Mode: Static,
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• Resource per Spark executor: 1 CPU core, 2 GB memory,
• Spark RDD partition size: 32 MB,
• Speculative execution of tasks: Disabled.
Spark Standalone cluster manager was chosen because when the resource allocation mode is set to static
on this cluster manager, it allocates all the available resources to the submitted application. This will give
an upper limit of what resources each application requires and how it utilizes the resources allocated when
it is not sharing with other competing applications. The Spark RDD partition size was set 32 MB in order
to have more tasks available.
Figure 4.1 shows the CPU and memory resource requirements of each of the three image processing
applications used. The figures show that each of the three applications has a unique pattern of CPU and
memory usage when running individually on the cluster.
Figure 4.1a shows that the Image Registration application is highly CPU intensive. Right after the
application was submitted, Ganglia reported the CPU usage on the cluster was close to 100%. This percentage
starts to decrease gradually as the submitted tasks complete execution. The memory usage remains stable at
around 50% until the number of tasks running decreases towards the end of the application. The high CPU
requirement of this application is due to the stages in the application that compute keypoints and features
in each of the images to register, and then use the keypoints to match images from different channels.
Figure 4.1b shows the CPU and memory usage of the Flower Counter application. The peaks in CPU
usage observed in the figure were a result of Spark executing the stages that require CPU cycles for processing.
The figure shows that during the stages that required CPU processing, the application’s CPU usage never
exceeds 30%. At multiple times during the execution, Ganglia reported the CPU metrics to be around 2%.
On the other hand, memory usage stays at around 35% during the first five stages of the application. However,
at the last stage when the application collects all processed data from each node and writes it to HDFS,
the memory usage gradually increases to around 70%. This stage consists of many Spark operations such as
coalesce(), which can shuffle data and return a new reduced Spark RDD with the user specified number of
partitions, and saveAsTextFile(), which saves the content of the RDD to HDFS as a text file, using string
representations of the elements. The output text file is very small in terms of size since it contains one line
(consisting of the image name and the estimated number of flowers) per input image.
The Image Clustering application has different resource requirements than the other two applications
discussed above. Figure 4.1c shows this application has two stages with high CPU requirements. The first
peak in CPU usage metric was during building and training of the K-Means clustering model, and the second
peak was during clustering of the images. Nevertheless, the CPU usage during these peak stages never exceeds
60%. There are also stages that Ganglia reported CPU usage to be around 10%, such as between training
the model and classifying images, and when writing classification results to HDFS. On the other hand, the
memory usage of this application gradually grows to about 50%, and stays between 50% to 60% during the
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Figure 4.1: CPU and memory resource usage: Standalone/static/1 core/2 GB/32 MB/no
speculation
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first stage of the application. During the clustering stage, however, an increase in the memory usage to
around 70% was observed. This slightly decreased when writing results to HDFS.
4.2 Performance of the Sequential and Distributed Applications
Recall that the initial goal of this thesis is to parallelize the three image processing applications discussed in
Section 3.5 and determine if they are suitable for running simultaneously in a distributed environment such
as Apache Spark. Therefore, the first set of experiments compare the makespan of the sequential and the
distributed version of the applications.
The goal is to investigate the amount of resources that are required for the distributed version of the
applications running on Spark compared to the sequential version running on a server equipped with large
amount of resources as discussed in Section 3.1. As already discussed, the sequential versions of the appli-
cations were written in pure Python without any parallelism, while the distributed versions were written to
run on Spark using pyspark.
The jobs submission scripts discussed in Section 3.6.1 were used to submit nine sequential and distributed
versions of the workload applications. Three instances of each of the applications were submitted to Onomi
and the Spark cluster managers (that is Standalone, Mesos, and YARN), with 5 minutes inter-arrival between
job submissions, and using the same submission sequence. Only a single run of each experimental setup was
done and used for the analysis in this section. Recall that Onomi has 56 virtual cores and 620 GB memory,
while the testbed cluster is equipped with 77 virtual cores and 185 GB memory. In addition, the experiments
on Spark used the following configuration settings:
• Cluster Manager: Standalone, Mesos, YARN,
• Resource Allocation Mode: Static,
• Resource per Spark executor: 1 CPU core, 2 GB memory,
• Spark RDD partition size: 128 MB,
• Speculative execution of tasks: Disabled.
With these configurations, Standalone, Mesos and YARN used 66 Spark executors, each equipped with
1 core and 2 GB memory. While Onomi used 56 cores and 620 GB memory. It is important to note that
although 185 GB memory is available on the cluster, not all the memory is utilized by Spark applications.
This is because the number of CPU cores on the node as well as the values specified for spark.executor.cores
and spark.executor.memory determined the maximum amount of memory that could be used by applications.
For example if a node is configured to provide Spark with 7 CPU cores and 34 GB memory, leaving 1 CPU
core and 1 GB memory for the Operating System (such as the configuration on two of the nodes in the testbed
cluster used), and each Spark executor is set up with the resource size of 1 CPU core and 2 GB memory (such
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as the configuration for the experiments in this section) using spark.executor.cores and spark.executor.memory
respectively, the maximum amount of memory that could be used by applications scheduled on this node is
7*2=14 GB. This is because for every 1 CPU core, only 2 GB would be used. Since memory can not be shared
between nodes of the cluster, the remaining 20 GB memory would not be used. The same concept applies to
all Spark experiments in this thesis. Thus, for all practical purposes, the highest amount of memory Spark
could use on any of the cluster nodes is 14 GB.
Figure 4.2 shows the makespan value of the nine jobs. The figure shows that the distributed version of
the applications did worse on the Standalone cluster manager when using static resource allocation, which
had the effect of preventing any simultaneous operation for the Standalone. Although the cluster has more
CPU cores than Onomi, the distributed version of the applications took 20636 seconds to complete on
Standalone, approximately 21% more than what the sequential version took on Onomi. This is expected
because when Spark uses the Standalone cluster manager with default resource allocation mode, multiple
applications submitted are run sequentially in FIFO order. In addition to the default (static) resource
allocation mode, the values set for other configuration parameters contributes to the high makespan observed
on the Standalone. In particular, the 128 MB RDD partition size limits the number of tasks that could run
concurrently during the execution of each of the applications. Although Spark executes the tasks within the
applications in parallel, the number of tasks that can execute during any stage are limited by the amount of
data to process and the number of bytes to pack per RDD partition.
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With the FIFO scheduling mode on the Standalone cluster manager, the execution time of all subsequent
applications includes the waiting and running time of all previously submitted applications. For these sets
of experiments on Spark with default job scheduling and resource allocation mode, using the 128 MB RDD
partition size results in fewer tasks in each stage compared to when using a smaller RDD partition size. In
particular, the flowerCounter job 1 has 314 MB of data to process. With 128 MB RDD partition size, Spark
created 3 tasks in each stage of this application. This means that even though the application was allocated
77 executors, each equipped with 1 CPU core and 2 GB memory (that is all the cluster resources according to
the default behaviour of the Standalone cluster manager), it can only use 3 out of the 77 allocated executors
at each stage throughout its execution. Therefore, approximately 96% of the cluster resources are completely
idle during the execution of this application, meanwhile other application that were submitted during this
time are queued and waiting for resources. This is obviously not a wise way to schedule jobs and resources.
Although the multiple applications submitted to Onomi are sequential, they each run as separate Python
processes and are scheduled using the operating system’s default process scheduler, which aims to maximize
overall CPU utilization as well as performance. Applications do not need to wait for resources to be released
from other applications in order to run. This explained why Onomi shows better performance than Spark
with the Standalone cluster manager in Figure 4.2. In addition, at multiple stages during the execution of the
sequential applications, Python spawn multiple threads which use a large percentage of the CPU resources
of Onomi. For example, when a single instance of the Image Registration application was run in isolation on
Onomi, it used up to 99% of the 56 cores available on the machine during calls to OpenCV functions.
On the YARN cluster manager, however, the distributed version of the applications took 12562 seconds
to complete, which is approximately 23% less time when compared with Onomi. This is expected as well,
because YARN by default uses the CapacityScheduler to manage resources. Recall that this scheduler is
designed to manage resources as a shared and multi-tenant cluster, while maximizing the throughput and
the cluster utilization. Although when the Spark resource allocation mode is set to static, the YARN cluster
manger would allocate only three containers to each submitted application, that is one container to run the
ApplicationMaster and the other two for executing tasks. Nevertheless, applications do not need to wait for
a long time to receive resources compared to using FIFO on Standalone.
The Mesos cluster manager has the best performance compared to Onomi, Standalone, and YARN. The
distributed version of the applications took 9428 seconds to complete on Mesos, which provides approximately
42% reduction in makespan compared to Onomi. This is because Mesos by default uses the Dominant
Resource Fairness algorithm to fairly share cluster resources among applications. Nevertheless, the first job
submitted was allocated all the cluster resources. Recall that this is the default behaviour on Mesos when
using static resource allocation mode. During the time when the first submitted job was running, the cluster
resource utilization was very low, and all the subsequent jobs submitted were queued, since Mesos can not
remove resources from an actively running Spark application when using static resource allocation. However
when the first job completes, Mesos fairly shares all the available resources among the applications waiting
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for resources. This substantially reduces the time applications spend waiting for resources, which in turn
improves makespan and overall cluster resource utilization. From the analysis of results in this section, the
following insights were obtained:
• The times individual jobs spend waiting for resources greatly impacts the total makespan of all submit-
ted jobs. Therefore, it is very important to minimize the jobs’ waiting time in order to improve total
makespan.
• Although Onomi shows better performance than the Standalone cluster manager with the default
parameters, the distributed version of the workload applications submitted to Mesos and YARN (using
the default scheduling and resource allocation mode) show great performance improvements when
compared with the sequential version.
The default values for the various resource scheduling and allocation configuration parameters of Spark
have been shown to provide poor performance when multiple applications need to run concurrently and share
cluster resources efficiently. For example, the Spark documentation1 encourages setting the spark.cores.max or
spark.deploy.defaultCores configuration parameters to a low value on a shared cluster to prevent applications
from monopolizing the entire cluster by default. In addition, the experiments in this section show that simply
using a different cluster manager to schedule and allocate resources to Spark application can substantially
improve performance. Therefore, these preliminary experiments provide the motivation for running further
experiments with different values for the chosen Spark configuration parameters in order to understand
how jobs makespan performance and overall resource utilization of the distributed version of the workload
applications can be improved.
4.3 Evaluating Makespan Differences of Multiple Runs
During the course of running the experiments, there were several times when the testbed cluster running
Spark, Mesos and YARN needed to be restarted due to various reasons. In addition, there were concerns
about how the makespan changes between multiple runs of the same experimental setup. To investigate how
running experiments on a freshly started cluster and a cluster that has been running for quite some time and
possibly cached data and Spark libraries, and also to quantify the difference in makespan between multiple
runs of the same experimental setup, a set of experiments was done using the same parameter setup discussed
in Section 4.1, except the experiments in this section were run on all the three cluster managers.
In these experiments, Standalone, Mesos and YARN cluster managers were first restarted. Three instances
of each of the Image Registration, Flower counter and Image Clustering applications were submitted at
random using a simple script that employed a random number generating function to emulate random
submission of applications to the desired cluster manager. An inter-arrival time of 5 minutes was set between
1https://spark.apache.org/docs/2.1.0/spark-standalone.html (03 Jan, 2018)
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job submissions. In addition, the same seed was used for generating the random number, to allow having
the same submission sequence for each run. Five runs were done sequentially on each of the three cluster
managers using the same configuration settings. For example, the first run on the Standalone was done on a
freshly started cluster, followed by four subsequent runs. The same concept applies to YARN and Mesos.
Figure 4.3 shows the makespan results of multiple runs of the same experimental setup on the three
cluster managers. The figure shows the first run deviated from the rest of the four subsequent runs in all
the configurations. The percentage difference between the first and the second run is approximately 11% on
Standalone, 14% on YARN and 3% on Mesos. On the other hand, the difference between the second and the
subsequent runs is less than 1% in all cases except for the fourth and the fifth run on YARN cluster manager,
which is approximately 2%.
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A t-test with 3 degrees of freedom and α value of 0.05 was used to show that the first run deviates
significantly from the rest. The mean and standard deviation of the subsequent (that is second to fifth)
runs was calculated and used in the t-test. The Standalone, YARN and Mesos has t-scores of 29.69, 30.17,
and 23.68 respectively. Comparing the scores with the t-value of 2.353 shows that the score of the first
experimental run on all the three cluster managers is significantly greater than the t-value. Therefore, the
first run varies significantly from the rest of the experimental runs.
Due to this high variation between the first run on a freshly started cluster and the subsequent runs,
whenever any of the three cluster managers was restarted, an initial run was done to warm up the cluster.
The results of this initial first run are not included in any of the analysis. This concept of warming up the
cluster by doing an initial run agrees with Venkataraman et al. [58] who performs a warm up run in order
to trigger the JVM’s just-in-time compilation.
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The three image processing applications used in this thesis required a very long time to run. A sub-
stantial amount of time is needed in order to do multiple runs of each of the many different experimental
configurations described in Chapter 3. Since the variation in makespan between the second and subsequent
runs is experimentally shown in Figure 4.3 to be relatively small, only one run for each experimental setup
was done and used for the analysis.
4.4 Impact of Spark Resource Allocation Modes on Makespan
A number of experiments were conducted to understand the effects of the two resource allocation modes
supported by Spark: static and dynamic. For all the experiments reported here, each Spark executor was set
to have 1 CPU core and 2 GB memory. Three different instances of Image Registration, Flower counter and
Image Clustering applications were submitted in random order, with 5 minutes delay between job submissions.
Three different values of Spark RDD partition sizes were tested including 128 MB, 64 MB, and 32 MB. The
cluster CPU and memory utilization, and jobs makespan were used as performance metrics. The Spark
parameters varied and the different values tested in the experiments are listed in Table 4.1. The descriptions
of these parameters were provided in Table 2.1 and Table 2.3:
Table 4.1: Parameters Varied and the Values Tested
Configuration parameter Values Tested
spark.files.maxPartitionBytes 128 MB, 64 MB, 32 MB
spark.executor.memory 2 GB
spark.executor.cores 1
spark.speculation False
spark.dynamicAllocation.enabled False, True
For the resource utilization graphs, only the results of 128 MB RDD partition size, without speculative
execution of tasks is presented here. This is because each of the different experimental setups on the same
cluster manager shows similar CPU and memory utilization pattern when using the same resource allocation
mode, regardless of the other parameters tested.
4.4.1 Resource Utilization Under Static Resource Allocation
Standalone, Mesos, and YARN use static resource allocation by default to allocate resources to submitted
applications. Although the resource allocation mode is the same, experimental results show that each of the
three Spark cluster managers has different resource utilization patterns when using static resource allocation.
This is because they each implement different resource scheduling and allocation policies. Therefore, the mo-
tivation of this experiment is to understand the default behaviour of each of the cluster managers considered,
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and to explain empirically how the difference can affect applications performance.
Spark Standalone cluster manager uses FIFO to schedule the submitted applications, and each applica-
tion was allocated the entire cluster resources. Figure 4.4 shows the CPU and memory utilization of the
standalone cluster manager. As shown in the figure, the submitted applications run in sequence. During the
execution of the Image Clustering application instances, the CPU utilization of the cluster is around 15%,
while memory utilization gradually increases to approximately 50%. Similarly, each of the Flower Counter
application instances shows very low CPU utilization of less than 10%, and a maximum memory utilization
of approximately 52%. The three peaks in CPU utilization are during the execution of Image Registration,
which is the most CPU intensive of three image processing applications used. The figure shows that the CPU
utilization on the cluster suddenly increased to well over 50% when executing the instances of the Image
Registration application. Similarly, memory utilization of this application was approximately 42% in all the
instances.
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Figure 4.4: Resource utilization of Standalone/static/1 core and 2 GB per executor/128 MB RDD
partition size/no speculation
Overall, using the default static resource allocation with the Standalone cluster manager underutilizes
the cluster and results in unnecessary increases in application execution time. This is clearly not efficient in
a multi-user cluster because the total execution time of each subsequent application will include the sum of
the execution times of all previous applications (i.e. the times they spend waiting for resources to become
available) plus their actual execution times (i.e. from the time they receive the first resources for execution),
therefore, increasing the total makespan from submission of the first job until the last job is complete.
The CPU and memory utilization of YARN cluster manager using static resource allocation is shown in
Figure 4.5. The figure shows that both CPU and memory utilization gradually increase to approximately
40% as more applications were submitted. After about 6000 seconds have elapsed, only one application
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(imageClustering job 2 ) is left running. At this time, the CPU utilization of the cluster is less than 5%, while
memory utilization is around 20%. In such a situation, a new batch of jobs could be accepted and use the
basically idle cluster.
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Figure 4.5: Resource utilization of YARN/static/1 core and 2 GB per executor/128 MB RDD
partition size/no speculation
Recall that YARN allocates 3 containers (1 for executing the ApplicationMaster and the other 2 for
executing tasks) to each submitted application by default. The cluster used in this thesis is set up to have
77 executors with 1 CPU core and 2 GB memory for this experiment. During the experiment, a total of 9
applications were submitted. Therefore, the YARN cluster manager has enough executors to allocate to all
applications. Although the default scheduling behaviour of YARN using static resource allocation executes
applications in parallel and reduces the waiting time of individual applications, it substantially underutilizes
cluster resources. Since all the applications used for this experiment have more than 2 tasks, Spark uses a
fair scheduler within each application’s SparkContext to schedule and run tasks concurrently on the allocated
executors. However, the number of tasks that can run concurrently are limited to the number of executors,
which in this case is 2. This increases both the execution time of every individual application and the total
makespan. In order to increase the number of executors that YARN could allocate to Spark applications
using the static resource allocation, the cluster administrator must manually set the spark.executor.instances
configuration parameter to the appropriate value. Manually setting this parameter is not easy to do, however,
since the optimal number of executors that an application needs depends on the application type and the
size of the data to process. Therefore, setting a high value for this parameter will introduce similar problems
observed in Standalone, including underutilizing the cluster resources and increasing makespan. This is
because YARN may allocate more executors to applications than they actually need. In addition, other
applications may have to spend a long time waiting for resources to be released since YARN can not reclaim
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resources from an actively running Spark application when using static resource allocation mode.
Figure 4.6 shows the resource utilization of Mesos cluster manager using static resource allocation. With
this scheduling mode, Mesos allocates all the cluster resources to the first application submitted. The
application holds these resources throughout its execution. As a result, the CPU utilization of the cluster
is below 20%, while memory is approximately around 40% during the execution of the first application.
All subsequent applications submitted during this time were queued. When the first application finished
execution, Mesos reclaims the allocated resources and divides them among all the queued applications waiting
for resources. This immediately increases the CPU utilization to about 80% and memory to approximately
60%. Whenever there are resources available, Mesos uses the Dominant Resource Fairness algorithm to fairly
share the resources among all waiting applications. Nevertheless, when only one application is waiting, it
gets all the resources regardless of its resources requirements. Therefore, when the Mesos cluster manager
uses static resource allocation, it can only share resource among multiple applications if there is more than
one application waiting for resource allocation at the time resources become available.
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Figure 4.6: Resource utilization of Mesos/static/1 core and 2 GB per executor/128 MB RDD
partition size/no speculation
The results discussed above shows that static resource allocation is not efficient for sharing cluster re-
sources among multiple applications on all the three cluster managers tested. This mode under-utilizes the
cluster resources, and unnecessarily increases the makespan of the applications.
4.4.2 Resource Utilization Under Dynamic Resource Allocation
Spark provides the dynamic resource allocation mode in order to address the issues accompanying the static
resource allocation. The same sets of experiments discussed for the static resource allocation were done using
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dynamic resource allocation. All other configuration parameters related to dynamic resource allocation were
set to their default values. The results for resource utilization are discussed here, while makespan analyses
is presented later in Section 4.4.4.
Figure 4.7, 4.8 and 4.9 present the CPU and memory utilization of the Standalone, YARN and Mesos
cluster managers respectively. The three graphs shows there are similar pattern of resource utilization on all
the three cluster managers when using this mode. This is because they all use the same resource allocation
policy to dynamically adjust the resources applications occupied based on the current workload (i.e. the
number of the tasks at a particular stage). When the cluster manager allocated more executors than needed
by the application or when some tasks are done executing, the application gave back the unused resources to
the cluster manager.
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Figure 4.7: Resource utilization of Standalone/dynamic/1 core and 2 GB per executor/128 MB
RDD partition size/no speculation
With the dynamic resource allocation feature enabled, both the CPU and memory utilization fluctuate
on all the three cluster managers tested throughout the execution of the experiments. During the highly
resource intensive stages such as when executing the instances of the Image Registration application, the
cluster resource utilization rise to approximately 85% for CPU and 60% for memory. These stages include
between approximately t=900 seconds to t=2100 seconds, and also between approximately t=2900 seconds
to 3600 seconds. The values reduce to below 40% for both CPU and memory during the execution of low
resource intensive stages. This shows the dynamic resource allocation is capable of scaling resource utilization
up or down depending on the number of currently running tasks.
After t=4000 seconds, most of the resource intensive applications stages have finished executing and there
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Figure 4.8: Resource utilization of YARN/dynamic/1 core and 2 GB per executor/128 MB RDD
partition size/no speculation
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Figure 4.9: Resource utilization of Mesos/dynamic/1 core and 2 GB per executor/128 MB RDD
partition size/no speculation
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are no other applications waiting for resources. At this time, the CPU utilization suddenly drops to less than
10% on Standalone, and less than 20% on Mesos and YARN. Similarly, the memory utilization decreases to
less than 40% on all the cluster managers. As a result of low resource utilization after t=4000 seconds, a new
set of applications would need to be submitted to keep the cluster busy.
4.4.3 Submitting New Set of Jobs After Cluster Utilization Drops
The insights from the previous subsection provided the motivation to further investigate how the workload
submission pattern affects cluster utilization when using dynamic resource allocation to schedule applications.
Recall from the previous section that after about t=4000 seconds of submitting the workload applications to
the Standalone cluster manager, approximately 90% of the cluster CPU is idle, and approximately 60% of
the cluster memory is free.
Therefore, a set of experiments was done to evaluate the impact of workload submission pattern on
makespan. In these experiments, there are two groups of workloads, each having 9 applications to process.
The applications are 3 instances each of the image registration, flower counter and image clustering. A
script was written that submitted the workloads to the Standalone cluster manager using two different
patterns. The first pattern submitted the first workload group (that is 9 applications) and waited until all
the applications in that group has finished executing before submitting the next set of applications. The
second pattern submitted the first group of the applications and waited for 3600 seconds (a time chosen
based on the observation of cluster utilization). After this time, the script started submitting the next set of
applications.
Figure 4.10 shows the CPU and memory utilization of the Standalone cluster manager (using dynamic
resource allocation with 128 MB RDD partition size) for the two sets of workloads. For the experiment
where the second set of applications were not submitted until after all the applications from the first set has
finished executing, the makespan was 13587 seconds. As shown in figure 4.10a, between t=3600s to t=7300s,
the aggregate CPU utilization on the cluster is consistently below 20%, while memory utilization is below
40%. This shows there is very low resource utilization on the cluster during this period of time since only
few applications are still running. At about t=7300s, the second set of applications were submitted. This
is the reason for the sharp raise in CPU utilization from less than 5% to approximately 90%, and memory
utilization from approximately 30% to approximately 70%. Figure 4.10b presents the cluster utilization of
the experiment where the second workload was submitted exactly 3600s after submitting the first. For this
experiment, Spark took only 9290 seconds to complete processing both workloads, reducing the makespan by
approximately 32%. This shows that a substantial performance improvement may be achieved by submitting
new set of applications after the utilization on the cluster drops below a certain threshold. However, the
cluster needs to be monitored to determine the appropriate time for submitting new set of applications in
order to avoid interference between workloads which can result in severe resource contentions and performance
degradation. Providing such a system for monitoring is put in future work.
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(a) Second workload set was submitted after the first set
has finished executing
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Figure 4.10: Resource utilization of two group of workloads: Standalone/dynamic/1 core and 2 GB
per executor/128 MB RDD partition size/no speculation
4.4.4 Factors Affecting the Makespan
Makespan is a very important metric used to understand how different parameter settings affect system
performance. The figures in this section compare the makespan for each of the experiments discussed earlier.
Makespan Analysis of Static Resource Allocation:
Figure 4.11 compares the makespan of various experimental runs under different sizes of Spark RDD partition
when using static resource allocation without speculative execution of tasks. The figure shows the makespan
value generally decreases when the size of Spark RDD partitions was decreased due to increase in the number
of concurrently running tasks. The Standalone cluster manager provides the worst makespan results for the
configurations with 128 MB and 64 MB RDD partition sizes, since there are relatively few tasks running
concurrently. Therefore, this increases the runtime of individual applications and consequently the waiting
time of subsequent applications. Although with the default configurations for the static resource allocation,
YARN allocated only three containers per application (one container for executing the ApplicationMaster
and the other two for executing tasks), it took approximately 61% and 75% of the makespan values observed
on the Standalone when the RDD partition size was set to 128 MB and 64 MB respectively. Similarly,
Mesos took approximately 46% and 38% of the makespan time of Standalone to finish executing all the
applications on the configurations with 128 MB and 64 MB RDD partition size respectively. The reason is
because applications spend much more time waiting for resources on the Standalone cluster manager than
they did on YARN and Mesos. For example, with 128 MB RDD partition size, the average waiting time
of applications submitted to Standalone is 7039 seconds, while the average execution time is approximately
2288 seconds. These values are 31 seconds and 4901 seconds on YARN. For Mesos, the average waiting time
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is approximately 1101 seconds while the average execution time is approximately 3444 seconds. Similarly,
when the Spark RDD partition size is set to 64 MB, the average waiting time on Standalone, YARN and
Mesos is 6513 seconds, 31 seconds and 477 seconds, while the average execution time is 1779 seconds, 5783
seconds and 2025 seconds, respectively. This shows that even though individual applications take less time
to execute on Standalone using static resource allocation with 128 MB and 64 MB RDD partition size, the
waiting time substantially contributed to the high makespan value.
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Figure 4.11: Makespan comparison: static/1 core/2 GB/no speculation
When the RDD partition size gets smaller, the number of tasks to schedule increases, therefore having
more resources to execute more tasks concurrently reduces both the average waiting time and execution time
of applications on the Standalone cluster manager. The results for the configuration with 32 MB partition
size show that the Standalone cluster manager performs better than YARN. The reason is that there are only
three executors per application on YARN regardless of the number of tasks. Therefore, doubling the number
concurrent tasks (i.e. by changing the partition size from 64 MB to 32 MB) only reduces the makespan of
YARN by 20%, while this value is 49% on Standalone.
The results for Mesos show that increasing the number of tasks by changing RDD partition size from 128
MB to 64 MB, and 64 MB to 32 MB has a large impact on the makespan, which was decreased by 35% and
23% respectively. Nevertheless, on all the configurations tested for static resource allocation experiments,
the Mesos cluster manager produces the best results. This is because, even though static resource allocation
is specified within Spark configuration settings, Mesos implemented some level of fair sharing of resources
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internally. The policy implemented by default on Mesos implies that whenever resources becomes available,
they should be fairly shared using Dominant Resource Fairness algorithm among all the applications that are
currently waiting for resources. When there is only one application requesting resources, it will be allocated
all the resources that become available.
It should be noted that when using static resource allocation, none of the cluster managers tested are
able to remove the resources that were already allocated to applications during runtime. The application can
only release the resources after it has finished executing all its tasks.
Makespan Analysis of Dynamic Resource Allocation:
Figure 4.12 shows the makespan comparison of various experimental runs under different sizes of Spark RDD
partition when using dynamic resource allocation without speculative execution of tasks enabled. Comparing
Figure 4.11 and 4.12, a similar pattern of reduction in makespan as the size of Spark RDD partitions decreases
could be seen. This is expected because less data per RDD partition means more tasks can run concurrently.
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Figure 4.12: Makespan comparison: dynamic/1 core/2 GB/no speculation
Furthermore, when the makespan results of static resource allocation shown in Figure 4.11 are compared
with the makespan results of dynamic resource allocation shown in Figure 4.12, the effect of dynamic resource
allocation on makespan can be clearly seen. Figure 4.12 shows a substantial reduction in makespan values
for all the experimental setups. On the configuration with 128 MB RDD partition size, the makespan of the
jobs was reduced by approximately 63% on Standalone, 34% on YARN and 28% on Mesos when compared
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to the values of static resource allocation. This is because with dynamic resource allocation enabled, the first
application submitted to all the cluster managers was allocated only the exact number of executors it needed
according to its number of tasks, therefore, reducing the waiting time of subsequent applications, and hence
a reduction in the total makespan. For example, the average waiting time of the applications submitted to
Standalone, YARN and Mesos are 17 seconds, 62 seconds and 49 seconds respectively on the configuration
with 128 MB RDD partition size. The same reason applies for the results observed for 64 MB and 32 MB
partition.
At any stage during the application’s execution, whenever the number of tasks decreases, Spark requests
the cluster manager to remove any executor that has been idle for more than 60 seconds and did not cache any
data that could be needed by other executors. Similarly, when a stage has more tasks than the current number
of executors allocated to it, and has pending tasks backlogged for more than 1 second, Spark requested more
executors from the cluster manager. At this stage, if there are any available executors, the cluster manager
allocated them to the requesting application. This is a concept used by all the three Spark supported cluster
managers tested when dynamic resource allocation mode is enabled.
Another important thing to notice from the figure is that in all cases, YARN performs worse than the
other two cluster managers. This is because for any application submitted to YARN, one container is first
allocated to the application to run the ApplicationMaster. As already discussed in Section 2.2.3, the Applica-
tionMaster daemon is responsible for negotiating resources from the ResourceManager and working with the
NodeManager to execute and monitor the tasks. This means that applications running on YARN would have
fewer executors for running tasks than the other two cluster managers. Nevertheless, on all the configurations
tested for dynamic resource allocation experiments, the Mesos cluster manager produces the best results. The
difference in makespan between Standalone and Mesos is small, however, on the configurations with 64 MB
and 32 MB RDD partition sizes. With 128 MB RDD partition size, the Mesos cluster manager took 11% and
19% less time when compared with the makespan results observed on Standalone and YARN respectively.
The logs generated by Spark shows that for 128 MB configuration on the Standalone, a single task in stage 12
of the imageClustering job 2 application was scheduled on one of the slower nodes in the cluster. This task
took twice the median time of all the tasks in the stage to complete execution. The substantial difference
between the makespan on Standalone and Mesos appears to be caused by the longer time the task took to
execute. It is expected that enabling speculative execution of tasks would detect slow running tasks such as
this one and schedule them on other available executors. From the results and discussion of the two resource
allocation modes above, the following observations can be made:
1. In general, decreasing Spark RDD partition size reduces the makepan and improves the performance
of the workload applications regardless of the cluster manager and resource scheduling and allocation
policy used, due to increase in the number of concurrently running tasks per application.
2. The time individual jobs spend waiting for resources from the cluster manager substantially contributes
to the total makespan of executing all jobs. In addition, slow running tasks in a stage can increase the
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total execution time of an application.
3. When few applications (with very minimum resource requirements) within a workload take considerably
longer to finish than the rest, it might be necessary to allow the submission of new set of applications
into the system once utilization drops below a pre-defined threshold in order to keep the cluster busy.
4. Dynamic resource allocation provides better resource scheduling and allocation when multiple applica-
tions need to share the cluster resources. If only one workload application needs to run on the cluster at
a time, pre-acquisition of resources using static resource allocation might provide better performance,
since applications do not need to acquire the resources at runtime. In this type of scenario, Mesos pro-
vides the best performance for efficiently scheduling applications as the size of Spark RDD partition size
decreases, followed by Standalone, since they both allocate all available resources to the application.
On the other hand, YARN has the worst performance as the number of concurrently running tasks
increases, due to allocating only 3 executors to applications by default. In a more realistic production
environment, however, usually multiple applications need to share the cluster resources. Using static
resources allocation in a production environment introduces many resource scheduling problems, which
leads to inefficient cluster resource utilization and increases in makespan.
4.5 Impact of Speculative Execution of Tasks on Makespan
Spark jobs are broken down at run time into several stages that run sequentially. Each of these stages consist
of a number of tasks that execute in parallel. This model of execution is sensitive to slow running tasks. This
means even a single task taking a longer time to complete can slow down the overall execution of a job. Spark
provides the speculative execution of task feature in order to detect such slow running tasks and duplicate
them on different executors to speed-up execution. Although this feature is useful on a heterogeneous cluster
consisting of slow nodes, for example because of slow CPU (such as the testbed cluster used in this thesis),
the speculative execution of task feature of Spark is disabled by default. Therefore, a set of experiments was
done to investigate the effects of enabling the speculative execution on jobs makespan.
The experimental setup and runs are the same as in Section 4.4, except speculative execution of tasks was
enabled. All the associated configuration parameters related to speculative execution were set to their default
values, including spark.speculation.interval, spark.speculation.multiplier and spark.speculation.quantile. The
description of these parameters and their default values are provided in Table 2.1. With the default values,
after 75% of all tasks in a particular stage completed, Spark would check for tasks to speculate every 100 ms.
Any task that is 1.5 times slower than the median of all tasks completed thus far within that stage will be
re-launched.
The testbed cluster used for the experiments in this thesis includes two slow nodes with slightly older
and slower CPU models, and experiments showed that often these nodes take longer to complete the tasks
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Figure 4.13: Makespan comparison: static with and without speculation/1 core/2 GB
allocated to them compared to the rest of the nine nodes. It was expected that enabling speculative execution
of tasks should speed up applications execution and substantially reduce makespan.
Figure 4.13 shows the makespan comparison results for static resource allocation with and without spec-
ulative execution of tasks enabled. Surprisingly, a small reduction in makespan values were observed from
the figure, especially on the configuration with 32 MB RDD partition size, which has a large number of
concurrently running tasks, therefore, higher chances of speculation. The results shows that the reduction
in makespan on this configuration is approximately 2% on Standalone, 7% of YARN and 9% on Mesos.
Similar results were observed for dynamic resource allocation as shown in Figure 4.14. For example, on the
configuration with 32 MB RDD partition size, the reduction in makespan is approximately 9% on YARN
and less than 1% on Mesos. These values are lower than expected.
A closer look at the job logs revealed that the low reduction in makespan while using speculation is related
to the characteristics of the benchmark image processing applications used for the experiments. Many stages
in the applications have long running tasks. Since re-launching tasks means starting them from the beginning
on a different executor, the original tasks often finished faster than the speculated tasks and Spark used the
results of the tasks that finished first. In addition, Spark sometimes re-launches the speculated tasks on
executors hosted on the same (slow) node as the straggler tasks. In this scenario, the straggler tasks often
complete before the speculated tasks.
Completely unexpected results were observed, however, on the Standalone cluster manager when the RDD
partition size was set to 32 MB. Figure 4.14 shows that speculating the tasks for this configuration increased
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Figure 4.14: Makespan comparison: dynamic with and without speculation/1 core/2 GB
the makespan by approximately 4%. The log file revealed the increase in makespan on this configuration is
due to an instance of imageClustering job 3. Unlike all other instances of the Image Clustering application
which spend the highest amount of time in stage 12, the imageClustering job 3 strangely spent large amount
of time in stage 1. Further analysis shows that this stage has 27 tasks of which 5 are stragglers and were
re-launched on different executors. Out of the 5 speculated tasks, only 1 succeeded in completing whereas the
other 4 were killed by Spark because the initial (slow) tasks finished first. Interestingly, among the straggler
tasks, one was running on mario and later re-launched on luigi : one of the two slow nodes in the cluster.
Both the initial and the speculated tasks took a long time to execute compared to the rest of the tasks in the
stage. The tasks in stage 1 of the imageClustering job 3 instance have a median running time of 1 second
and 75th percentile of 4 seconds. However, the straggler task running on mario took 9 minutes to complete.
Furthermore, since the straggler task was speculated on a slow node, the initial task eventually completed
before the speculated task. This contributed to the high makespan value observed for this configuration.
4.5.1 Analysis of Speculation on the Workload Applications
Impact of Speculation on the Image Clustering Application
The three instances of the Image Clustering application spent the highest amount of time in stage 12. When
the RDD partition size is set to 128 MB on the Standalone, the log files of the imageClustering job 1 and
imageClustering job 2 shows that each of these two instances of the application has two slow running tasks
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in stage 12, one of the slow tasks was scheduled on mario and the other on luigi. These slow tasks took
approximately twice the median running time of the all tasks within the stage. For the imageClustering job 1
instance, Spark restarted the two slow running tasks on different executors hosted on the same nodes (one
on mario and the other on luigi). The straggler tasks of the imageClustering job 2 instance were speculated
on worker8 and worker9 nodes. Similarly, the log file of the imageClustering job 3 instance shows that one
task in stage 12 took approximately twice the median of all the tasks in the stage to execute on mario. This
task was later speculated on a different Spark executor hosted on worker1.
The tasks in stage 12 of the Image Clustering application are long running, therefore, none of the spec-
ulated tasks succeeds in completing before the straggler tasks, since it requires a large amount of time to
re-start the tasks from the beginning, forcing Spark to kill the speculated tasks. This application exhibited
similar characteristics on other configurations (that is static and dynamic resource allocation with 128 MB,
64 MB and 32 MB RDD partition sizes) on the three cluster managers.
Figure 4.15 shows the running times of tasks in stage 12 of the Image Clustering application when the
RDD partition size is set to 32 MB. Since the running time distributions for this application observed on
all the configurations exhibit similar properties, only the result of Standalone cluster manager with 32 MB
RDD partition size is shown. The Executor Wait Time on the graph includes the time executors spend
de-serializing tasks, fetching data, serializing results and executing garbage collection, while the Executor
Run Time is the time executors spend running tasks. In general, the Executor Wait Time is very small in
comparison to the Executor Run Time.
On the configurations with 32 MB and 64 MB RDD sizes, there are more tasks within each stage. These
tasks process less data compared to the configuration with 128 MB size, therefore, require less time to
complete. This results in having more speculation done. For example, stage 12 of the Image Clustering
application has a total of 39 tasks when the partition size is set to 32 MB compared to 10 tasks on the
configuration with 128 MB size. Among the 39 tasks, 4 tasks (2 on mario and 2 on luigi) were speculated
on either luigi, worker7 or worker9. None of the speculated tasks, however, succeed in completing before the
stagger tasks.
Impact of Speculation on the Flower Counter Application
There are multiple stages that contribute to the execution time of the Flower Counter application. The log
file of the configuration with 128 MB RDD partition size shows that the stages in all the three instances
of this application exhibit similar properties. Almost all the stages in the flowerCounter job 2 and flower-
Counter job 3 that took a large amount of time to execute have one slow task (that took approximately twice
the median running time of all tasks in the stage) running on either mario or luigi. These slow tasks were
speculated on different cluster nodes but did not succeed in completing before the original straggler tasks,
causing Spark to kill the speculated tasks.
On the flowerCounter job 1 instance, two stages have one slow running task each, scheduled respectively
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Figure 4.15: Tasks running times of the Image Clustering application: Standalone/static/1 core/2
GB/with speculation
on worker1 and worker9, and eventually succeeded in completing before the straggler tasks. Spark used the
results of the speculated tasks to proceed to the next stage in the application execution graph. Interestingly,
there are stages in the Flower Counter application where speculation is not activated despite uneven task
running times distribution. For example, stage 5 of the flowerCounter job 3 has four tasks. These tasks were
scheduled on worker1, worker2, mario and luigi, and respectively took 1.5 minutes, 3.5 minutes, 7.1 minutes,
7.1 minutes to execute. The default values used for the parameters associated with speculative execution of
tasks prevent the tasks in this stage from being speculated, since 75% (that is 3 tasks in this case) of all
the tasks within a giving stage must complete before speculation is activated for the particular stage. All
instances of the Flower Counter application exhibit similar properties on other configurations.
Figure 4.16 shows the running times of tasks in seven stages of the Flower Counter application that took
the highest amount of time to complete when the RDD partition size is set to 32 MB. Similar to the Image
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Clustering application, as the RDD partition size gets smaller, the chances of having straggler tasks increases
due to more concurrently running tasks. For example, with 32 MB RDD partition size, there are 10 tasks
in stage 5 of the flowerCounter job 1 instance, 3 of which are stragglers (2 on luigi and 1 on mario). These
tasks were later speculated on worker4, worker5 and worker9. Only 1 out of the 3 speculated tasks succeed,
however, in completing before the straggler task.
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Figure 4.16: Tasks running times of the Flower Counter application: Standalone/static/1 core/2
GB/with speculation
Impact of Speculation on the Image Registration Application
The three instances of the Image Registration application spend the highest amount of time in stage 2. On
the configuration with 128 MB RDD partition size on Standalone, there are no slow running tasks and no
speculation is done in any of the three instances of this application. For example, the tasks in stage 2 of
the imageRegistration job 1 has a median running time of 9.1 minutes, 75th percentile of 13 minutes and
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maximum running time of 15 minutes. Figure 4.17 shows the running times of tasks in stage 2 of the Image
Registration application when the RDD partition size is set to 32 MB on Standalone. This application shows
similar tasks running times characteristics on other configurations.
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Figure 4.17: Tasks running times of the Image Registration application: Standalone/static/1
core/2 GB/with speculation
Similar to the two other workload applications discussed above, there are some configurations in which
speculation was activated in stage 2 of this application, such as imageRegistration job 1 on the configuration
with 128 MB RDD partition size on Mesos. In this instance of the application, stage 2 has 14 tasks, of which
3 are stragglers (2 on mario and 1 on worker2 ). The straggler tasks were speculated on worker1, worker4
and worker9. Only 1 out of the 3 speculated tasks succeed in completing before the straggler.
The discussion above shows that there are multiple considerations when enabling speculation. The various
configuration parameters related to speculation play an important role in the effectiveness of the feature.
Setting high values for the parameters that control how slow a task should be before it can be considered for
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speculation and the percentage of tasks that must complete in a stage before speculation is activated would
reduce the number of tasks to speculate and minimize the chances of having the speculated tasks succeed in
completing before the straggler tasks, especially in applications with long running tasks (such as the image
processing applications used in this thesis). On the other hand, setting very low values for these parameters
could result in an aggressive speculation, which may eventually increase the latency of jobs.
Therefore, further experimentations and additional applications are needed to be able to draw any conclu-
sion on the validity of speculative execution for these type of applications. Perhaps the values which trigger
speculation are set inappropriately for the experiments in this section. Finding the optimal values for the
different parameters associated with speculative execution of tasks that would provide the best performance
for the image processing applications used is outside the scope of this thesis.
4.6 Impact of Spark Executor Size on Makespan
The two main resources that Standalone, Mesos and YARN manages are CPU cores and memory. Although
other resources such as disk and network I/O could affect Spark application performance as well, only CPU
and memory resources are considered for evaluation in this thesis. Every Spark executor in an application
has the same fixed number of cores and the same fixed heap size controlled by spark.executor.cores and
spark.executor.memory configuration parameters respectively. In addition to the amount of data that can be
stored in RDDs, spark.executor.memory determines the maximum sizes of the shuffle data structures used
for operations such as grouping, aggregations, and joins.
A number of experiments were done to evaluate the performance impact of Spark configuration parameters
(that control executor size) on the workload applications used in this thesis. The results reported for the
configuration with 1 CPU core/2 GB memory executor size were taken from the experiments in the previous
sections. For the remainder of this section, Spark executor size refers to the number of CPU cores and
memory of the executor. In addition to testing the three cluster managers with static and dynamic resource
allocation, the following configurations were used for the experiments in this section.
• Spark executor size: 3 CPU cores/6 GB memory, 6 CPU cores/12 GB memory,
• Spark RDD partition size: 128 MB, 64 MB, 32 MB,
• Speculative execution of tasks: Disabled.
The makespan results for various experimental configurations on the Standalone cluster manager are
shown in Figure 4.18. On all the three configurations using static resource allocation without speculation,
the makespan value decreases as the size of RDD partitions were decreased due to increase in number of
concurrent tasks as shown in Figure 4.18a. In addition, the figure shows that the makespan decreases with
the increase in the number of CPU cores and memory per executor. For example, with 128 MB RDD partition
size, the makespan reduced by 6% when the executor size is increased from 1 CPU core/2 GB memory to 3
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CPU cores/6 GB memory, and 16% from 3 CPU cores/6 GB memory to 6 CPU cores/12 GB memory. A
similar reduction in makespan is noticed when the size of the RDD partition is set to 64 MB and 32 MB. For
the configuration with 32 MB RDD partition size, however, the reduction is small between 3 CPU cores/6
GB memory and 6 CPU cores/12 GB memory.
Spark executors are instances of JVMs, consisting of a number of CPU cores and memory. Each core
within an executor runs a single task at a time. Therefore, setting Spark executors with many CPU cores
has the benefit that multiple tasks can run in a single JVM and share memory space. Applications that
use broadcast variables tend to benefit from shared memory space. Broadcast variables are shared read-only
variables cached on Spark worker machines, and are used to provide nodes with a copy of a large dataset
using efficient broadcast algorithms to reduce network communication cost. Spark automatically broadcasts
data needed by tasks within each stage. The data broadcasted this way is cached in serialized form and
de-serialized before running each task. Executors with a small amount of resources means more JVMs on the
worker machine. This may increase the overhead of creating many small JVMs and may lead to performance
deterioration for applications that use broadcast variables, because the broadcast variables must be replicated
on each executor. Even if the application programmer did not explicitly define broadcast variables within
their applications, Spark could still take advantage of broadcast variables (internally) during shuffle to share
data needed by tasks within a stage. This is why the experimental setup with 1 CPU core/2 GB memory
generally provides the worst performance.
Interestingly, when dynamic resource allocation is enabled on the Standalone cluster manager without
speculation, the configuration with 6 CPU cores/12 GB memory provides worse performance on all the
three Spark RDD partition sizes. Figure 4.18b shows an increase in makespan of approximately 15% on the
configurations with 128 MB and 64 MB, and 22% on the configuration with 32 MB RDD partition sizes, when
the executor size is increased from 3 CPU cores/6 GB memory to 6 CPU cores/12 GB memory. Remember
dynamic resource allocation works by allocating executors to applications based on the current workload, and
removes executors only when they are idle. This means setting executors with 6 CPU cores/12 GB memory
would result in having few executors to allocate to applications compared to the other two configurations.
For example, stage 2 of the imageRegistration job 1 instance has 14 tasks. With 6 CPU cores/12 GB memory
executor size, this application would request 3 executors from the cluster manager. Only 2 of the 3 allocated
executors may be fully utilized by the application, however, while the remaining 1 may only run 2 tasks. This
means 4 CPU cores would be completely idle during the execution of this application. The cluster manager
can only reclaim the resources when the two tasks have finished executing. This concept contributes to the
increase in makespan values observed on the configurations with 6 CPU cores/12 GB memory executor size.
Similar to the results observed for the Standalone, the configuration with 6 CPU cores/12 GB memory
provides the best performance results on the YARN cluster manager when using static resource allocation
configurations without speculative execution of tasks as shown in Figure 4.19a, except for 64 MB RDD
partition size where the makespan increased by approximately 15% when the executor size is increased from
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Figure 4.18: Makespan of various executor sizes on Standalone without speculation
3 CPU cores/6 GB memory to 6 CPU cores/12 GB memory. With 64 MB RDD partition size, applications
on average spend 39 seconds waiting for resource on the configuration with 3 CPU cores/6 GB memory, and
1044 seconds on 6 CPU cores/12 GB memory. This shows there is approximately 16 minutes increase in
waiting time when the executor size is increased from 3 CPU cores/6 GB memory to 6 CPU cores/12 GB
memory.
A closer look at the log file shows that on the configuration with 6 CPU cores/12 GB memory, a substan-
tial number of tasks were scheduled on mario and luigi. Since speculation is not used for these configurations,
the running times distribution of tasks within the stages are uneven. For example, stage 3 of the flower-
Counter job 3 has 7 tasks. Three out of the 7 tasks were scheduled on worker4 and completed on average in 2
minutes, while the remaining 4 tasks were scheduled on mario and completed on average in 18 minutes. This
shows 16 minutes difference in tasks running times within the same stage depending on the node the tasks
are scheduled to run. Ideally, enabling speculative execution for stages such as this one should substantially
reduce the running time. Speculative execution is not tested for these configurations, however, because the
results of speculation on 1 CPU core/2 GB memory in Section 4.5 shows there are still uneven task run-time
distribution when using speculative execution as a result of the two slow nodes in the testbed cluster, and
the values set for the various parameters associated with speculation.
Similarly, the 6 CPU cores/12 GB memory executor size provides the best performance results when
using dynamic resource allocation, except on the configuration with 32 MB RDD partition size where the
makespan increased by approximately 7% as shown in Figure 4.19b. The log file shows that many of the
tasks scheduled on mario and luigi took longer time to complete compared to the tasks in the same stage
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Figure 4.19: Makespan of various executor sizes on YARN without speculation
scheduled on other cluster nodes. In some stages, all the tasks are scheduled on one (or both) of the slow
nodes, which contributes to the increase in makespan.
Figure 4.20a compares the makespan of various executor sizes on the Mesos cluster manager using static
resource allocation without speculation. Strangely, when the executor size is increased from 3 CPU cores/6
GB memory to 6 CPU cores/12 GB memory, the makespan increased as well. As the partition size gets
smaller (such as 32 MB), however, the difference in makespan between 3 CPU cores/6 GB memory and 6
CPU cores/12 GB memory becomes small. The log file for the 6 CPU cores/12 GB memory configuration
shows that during the execution of some stages (such as stage 4 of the imageClustering job 2 instance), some
executors exited with Out of Memory Error due to Mesos containers (running the executors) exceeding their
allocated resource threshold. All tasks running on the lost executors failed and were restarted by Spark
on different executors. In addition, the uneven tasks run-time problem explained earlier was also noticed
in this configuration and appears to contribute to the increase in makespan of both 128 MB and 64 MB
RDD partition sizes. As expected, when dynamic resource allocation is used without speculation, the 6 CPU
cores/12 GB memory executor size configuration shows the best performance results on all the three RDD
partition sizes as shown in Figure 4.20b.
From the above results, it is clear that the choice of resource size per Spark executor impacts the perfor-
mance of applications. In general, the optimal balance of cores and memory per executor varies per workload.
While more cores per executor reduces per-executor overhead, there are other considerations which affect
performance negatively with an increase in the number of cores per executor. For example, it could lead to
contention problems on shared clients like the HDFS and shared data structures which require synchroniza-
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Figure 4.20: Makespan of various executor sizes on Mesos without speculation
tion. This is because every CPU core within an executor reads and writes its own data separately. Having
many concurrent threads (reading and writing to HDFS) could result to inefficient I/O throughput. In addi-
tion, too much memory per executor process (which is a JVM) often results in excessive garbage collection
delays. This is not a problem for the workload applications used in this thesis, however, since the applications
are mostly CPU intensive and do not make a substantial use of HDFS during execution. The only stages
the applications communicate with HDFS are when reading the input file (that is the first stage) and when
writing the final output (which is a small text file) during the final stage.
Uneven tasks running times within the same stage is a more serious problem that affects the makespan
of the workload applications when using 6 CPU cores/12 GB memory per Spark executor, as a result of
having slow machines as part of the cluster nodes. Executor failure and task re-submission due to exceeding
resource allocation threshold also contribute to the increase in makespan of the applications.
Therefore, there are many factors to consider in deciding the optimum numbers of CPU cores and memory
per Spark executor. Applications with multiple stages that require shuffle will benefit from having executors
with large resource size. However, the number of CPU cores and memory chosen per Spark executor should not
be too large (in relation to the total amount of resources on the node) to avoid resource contention, excessive
garbage collection and executor failure which may negatively affect applications performance. Moreover, for
applications with long running tasks within stages, having large number of resource per executor may affect
performance, especially on a heterogeneous cluster.
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4.7 Analysis of Makespan Performance Improvements
One of the main motivation of this thesis is to parallelize a set of image processing applications in order to
minimize their processing time. In Section 4.2, makespan results of running the sequential version of the
applications on a large server (called Onomi) were compared with the results of processing the same dataset
using Spark (with default parameter settings). This section compares the same results from Onomi with the
results of a particular Spark configuration. The goal is to show that parallelizing these sets of applications,
as well as tuning various Spark configuration parameters could substantially reduce the makespan.
In the previous sections, the three Spark cluster managers tested provided the best makespan results when
using dynamic resource allocation. Therefore, dynamic resource allocation with 1 core and 2 GB memory per
executor, 32 MB RDD partition size, and without speculative execution of tasks was selected for comparison
in this section.
Recall that Onomi has 56 virtual cores, while the Spark cluster is equipped with 77 virtual cores. There-
fore, to provide fair comparison between the two testbeds, all Spark results were multiplied by the total
number of virtual CPUs on Spark divided by the total number of virtual CPUs on Onomi. For example, if
Spark processed the workload with 77 CPU cores in 4426 seconds, the same workload will supposedly take
approximately (77/56)*4426 = 6086 seconds to execute on Spark with 56 virtual cores if the applications
scale equally with CPU cores only.
Figure 4.21 compares the makespan results of Onomi and the various Spark cluster managers. The figure
shows the makespan of the applications was reduced by approximately 63% on the Standalone, 57% on YARN
and 65% on Mesos cluster managers when compared with the results from Onomi. Although Onomi is a
relatively newer machine compared to the nodes of the testbed cluster, a substantially better performance
could be achieved by simply distributing the processing across multiple commodity machines using Spark
and tuning the various Spark configuration parameters.
In addition to achieving a better performance in terms of makespan, Spark provides other advantages
over a traditional large server:
• Scalability: As data sources become more diverse and new applications are deployed, there is the need
to increase both storage and computing power to keep up with new processing requirements. Unlike
traditional large servers, Spark is highly scalable. It is capable of processing very large datasets across
hundreds of inexpensive computers in parallel.
• Resilience to failure: A key advantage of using Spark is its high availability and resilient for failure
feature. It supports both applications with high reliability and availability requirement such as long-
running services that should always be available and short-lived latency-sensitive requests servicing
end-users.
• Cost effective: It is often cost effective to build a large cluster of commodity machines for both dis-
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Figure 4.21: Makespan of the workloads on Onomi and Spark with various parameter tuning
tributed storage and processing of large dataset compared to traditional servers which are often difficult
and costly to scale in order to keep up with the requirements of storage and processing of massive vol-
umes of data. For example, each of the 12 nodes in the Spark cluster cost approximately $1,400. The
entire cluster (with one master and eleven worker nodes) would cost approximately $16,800 to build.
The cluster has networking hardware requirements, and additional management costs over the lifetime
of the system. The network switch could be purchased for less than $200, making the total cost of the
cluster around $17,000. Similarly, Onomi cost approximately $40,000, which is 2.4 times the cost of
the Spark cluster. This shows Spark can achieve better performance with substantially less cost in the
scale of a small cluster versus a single machine. In addition, as the requirements for more processing
power arises, simply adding more nodes to the Spark cluster would increase the number of cores, and
hence the processing power. On the other hand, it is costly and challenging to add more cores to an
already built server such as Onomi.
4.8 Summary
This chapter presented the performance results of processing multiple image processing applications on Spark.
Various cluster managers that support Spark where evaluated under different Spark parameter settings.
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In addition, an analysis was presented on the impact of Spark parameters on makespan. Based on the
experiments conducted and the results presented in this chapter, it is shown that distributed processing of
multiple applications on a Spark cluster of commodity machines can substantially improve performance and
minimize makespan compared to sequential processing using a specialized server equipped with large amount
of resources.
Furthermore, the results in this chapter prove that the default parameter settings of Spark are not
necessarily efficient for all type of applications. In particular, the various image processing applications
considered in this thesis show a worse performance in terms of cluster resource utilization and applications
makespan when using default values for the various Spark parameters tested, including the parameters that
control resource scheduling and allocation, number of parallel tasks per job and resource size per executor.
Therefore, even though Spark generally provides better performance than traditional servers, to share
cluster resources efficiently between multiple applications and achieve better cluster resource utilization,
various Spark configuration parameters need to be adjusted in order for the applications to take advantage
of all the compute power, memory and networking capacity of the cluster.
In conclusion, it is expected that the insights learned from the case studies will be helpful for both cluster
administrators and users to understand the impact of various Spark configuration parameters on sample
image processing workloads in terms of application’s performance and cluster resource utilization.
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Chapter 5
Conclusions
Apache Spark is a widely used in-memory framework for large-scale distributed data processing and
analytics on a cluster of computers. Spark applications can run on various cluster managers including Spark
Standalone, Apache Mesos, and Hadop YARN. In addition, Spark provides many configuration parameters to
control scheduling and resource management across multiple applications. However, in order to share cluster
resources efficiently, the multiple applications submitted to the cluster must be appropriately scheduled to
take advantage of all the compute power, memory and networking capacity of the cluster. Despite the
wide adaptability of Spark in academia and industry, little is known about the effect of various Spark
configuration parameters on image processing applications performance. This thesis helps in understanding
the characteristics of Spark configuration parameters and how they affect cluster resource utilization and
jobs makespan. The remainder of this Chapter contains a summary of the thesis, and presents discussion on
the thesis contribution as well as suggestions on possible future work.
5.1 Thesis Summary
There is not much published literature that provide in-depth analysis of the performance implications and
overhead of various Spark scheduling and resource allocation configuration parameters on image processing
applications. This leads to performance issues, because cluster administrators do not know which cluster
manager to use for managing their cluster, what mode of resource allocation to use, and how to configure
the multiple scheduling and resource allocation parameters of Spark in order to achieve efficient cluster
resource utilization. Furthermore, cluster users must understand how to tune the parameters of Spark to
get the best application performance. Therefore, it is very important to provide extensive analysis of how
the different configuration parameters as well as resource allocation policies implemented in the three Spark
cluster managers affect performance. This would help cluster administrators and users choose the best cluster
manager for their image processing applications, and understand the exact effect of the different parameter
settings in terms of resource utilization and jobs makespan.
This thesis demonstrates the feasibility of using Apache Spark for distributed processing of large amount
of image data in a time and cost efficient manner. A set of heterogeneous image processing applications
including Image Registration, Flower Counter and Image Clustering were parallelized. An extensive analysis
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and comparison was presented to evaluate the performance of running these applications on a large server
and a Spark cluster using three different cluster managers for resource allocation including Spark Standalone,
Apache Mesos and Hadoop YARN. In addition, the performance implications as well as overhead of the two
different job scheduling and resource allocation modes available in Spark i.e. static and dynamic resource
allocation were examined. Furthermore, the thesis explored the various configurations available on Spark
that controls speculative execution of tasks, resource size and number of parallel tasks per job, and explained
their impact on image processing applications.
5.2 Thesis Contributions
This thesis explored distributed image processing on Spark, and provided an in-depth analysis of how to
minimize the makespan of multiple applications and improve cluster resource utilization through configuring
various Spark parameters. The thesis makes the following contributions:
1. The thesis suggested using Spark as a viable means of distributing and running multiple image pro-
cessing applications on a cluster. A set of heterogeneous applications written in Python were converted
into Spark applications using the PySpark API to show that Spark is capable of large scale distributed
processing of image data. Various Spark transformations and actions such as map, filter, aggregate, as
well as optimized and distributed machine learning algorithms such as K-Means clustering were used
to replace the sequential version provided by Python.
2. The work in this thesis provided an in-depth analysis of the performance implication as well as potential
overhead of the two Spark resource allocation modes: static and dynamic, and the three Spark supported
cluster managers: Standalone, Mesos and YARN, and explained the effect of the various configuration
parameters on applications performance. Furthermore, the thesis used three domain specific image
processing applications for evaluation instead of the generic big data benchmarks that are commonly
used in most of the previous works.
3. Through experimentations, the thesis showed that Spark configuration parameters such as number of
parallel tasks per job and the size of Spark executor can have a substantial impact on makespan. More
importantly, the thesis shows how the various Spark configuration parameters could be configured
in order to minimize jobs makespan and ensure that multiple applications submitted to the cluster
managers are allocated a fair share of the cluster resources in a time effective manner and are able to
run concurrently on a shared cluster.
4. The work in this thesis showed that when static resource allocation is used with the default values of
other configuration parameters (such as the parameters that control resource size per Spark executor),
it may lead to a very poor cluster resource utilization. Furthermore, the thesis suggested enabling
the dynamic resource allocation to improve cluster resource utilization in any production Spark cluster
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(regardless of the underlying cluster manager) that is shared by multiple users to run applications
concurrently.
5.3 Future Work
There are considerable opportunities for future work. In particular, the following areas were identified:
1. Impact of schedulers on image processing applications: many schedulers have been developed and inte-
grated into cluster managers such as Hadoop YARN and Mesos. These schedulers implement different
resource scheduling and allocation policies to solve the problems introduced by the default schedulers
provided out of the box by the resources managers. The experiments in this thesis were designed to
focus on evaluating the performance impact of Spark configuration parameters on image processing ap-
plications. Therefore, the default schedulers provided by each of the three cluster managers tested were
used. However, more experiments and analysis can be done to study the impact of various schedulers
such as ARIA, PRISM, Starfish, DynMR, Delay Scheduling, Quincy etc., on image processing applica-
tions in terms of cluster resource utilization, service level objectives, dynamic tuning and reconfiguration
of parameters, data skew, data locality and job completion time.
2. Porting external cluster managers to support Spark applications: support for additional cluster man-
agers are being added to new versions of Spark. For example, during the period of writing this thesis,
Spark added support for running applications on clusters managed by Kubernetes.1 Therefore, in ad-
dition to the three cluster managers evaluated in this thesis, other cluster managers such as Quasar,
OPERA, Omega, Borg could be ported to support Spark application. Furthermore, experiments could
be done to evaluate the performance of Kubernetes and other ported cluster managers (that do not
support Spark applications by default) in terms of cluster resource utilization and makespan.
3. Developing an automated cluster resource monitoring system: among the insights gained from this
thesis is that workload submission pattern could affect jobs makespan. When the jobs submitted
to the cluster manager (using dynamic resource allocation) consist of a mixture of applications with
short and long running tasks, some of the jobs will finish earlier than the others, leaving the cluster
almost idle at some point in time. However, simply submitting more jobs to the cluster without
monitoring the resource utilization could lead to interference between workloads which could result in
severe resource contentions and performance degradation. Therefore, a monitoring system could be
developed to automatically monitor cluster resource usage and submit a new set of applications when
the cluster utilization drops below a certain threshold.
4. Performance of image processing on other big data frameworks: although Spark substantially reduced
1https://kubernetes.io/ (10 Apr, 2018)
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the makespan of the applications used in this thesis, experiments could be done to quantify the perfor-
mance difference between running these sets of applications in Spark versus in other more mature big
data frameworks such as Hadoop. This could provide insights as to whether the in-memory feature of
Spark is beneficial to these sets of image processing applications.
5. Including other performance metrics in the experimental design and evaluation: the experimental design
used in this thesis could be extended to include measuring and analysing the performance impact of
Spark configuration parameters on other important metrics such as disk and network I/O throughput.
Profiling and logging applications runtime resource utilization such as CPU, memory, network and disk
is important in designing a system that could predict computation requirements as well as completion
time of applications under various data sizes.
6. Automatic tuning of configuration parameters for broad applications: it is experimentally shown in
this thesis that the optimal values for Spark configuration parameters such as speculative execution
of tasks and resource size per Spark executor depend on the workload. In addition, Spark features
such as speculative execution and dynamic resource allocation has other configuration parameters as-
sociated with them. This thesis only tested the effect of enabling or disabling these features on image
processing applications. More experiments could be done to understand how to set other parameters
associated with speculative execution of tasks as well as dynamic resource allocation in order to im-
prove performance. More importantly, an automatic tuning system could be developed and integrated
into the Spark platform to dynamically monitor applications and automatically adopt and reconfigure
parameters at runtime in order to improve applications performance.
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